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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. MONDAY. JULY 27. 108.
THIRD ACT IN THE GREAT OIL MELODRAMA
INDEPENDENT

VOLUME 23.
DUTCH WARSHIP GOES MYSTERY
TO PROTECT

WEATHER FOKECa.5 J

THEIR

INTERESTS

OF

DEATHS

Ven-zuel-

ii-ers

NUMBER 178
PARTY

IS YET UNSOLVED

HAS FIRST SESSION

BY OFFICERS

T0NI6H T

Netherlands Minister Arrives Finding of Second Body North,
From Venzuela and
west of Roswell Adds
to Numerous
Consul Starts
Home
Theories

Ju?f

Tonight or Tiosdiy.

IN

TORKEY

ASSUMES GREATER
II

Hearst Will Call Convention People Become so Demonstrato Order and Make the Keytive That Sultan Invites
note Speech to .
Them to Remain
Delegates
Calm

an
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HOUSE

STORMS

MOB

THE NEW

SUICIDE PACT MAY

HAVE EXISTED

AND CONSUL FLEES

Wlllemstad, July

27.

The

serious

ezuela and protect the Dutch Interests. The cruiser received orders to
return to Venezuela a few hours after bringing Minister De Reus from
that country. The departure of the
Venezuelan consul has resulted In the
cessation of riots which grew out of
demonstration
the
here Saturday and Sunday.
Joy
was manifested by the
Great
population here when It became
known that the Venezuelan consul,
Senor Lopez, who took refuge In the
German consulate after a mob of
Curacao natives had stormed the Venezuelan consulate, had taken passage
for Porto Cabello on the s'.eamer
that arrived yesterday evening and
had proceeded for Venezuela. The
consul's wife and children were escorted to the steamer. They were
not molested. The consul himself was
saved from Injury by troops., All Is
now quiet and the troops have withdrawn.
ar..The Dutch crulseT Gelderlsnd
rived this morning, having on board
J. D. De Reus, minister resident In
Caracas of the Netherlands, who was
dismissed from Venezuela by President Castro.
The Gelderland was ordered to pro.
ceed immediately for Venezuela to
protect Dutch Interests there.
BRYAN

SliLL TALKS

AS HE

JUUMYS

ALONG

Ina

People lie Will
Commoner Tells
Coiuu Illicit and t.lve liiem
Some SI ore Advice.
Moines, July 27. When Will-laJ. Lryan passed through this
early th.s morning h'i was greeted by
people and was literally
& thousand

lies

m

cy

carried from the train to an express
truck under the- - station. People
through the Jam
cheered and fou-jh- t
speech. Bryan
to hear his
promised to come to Iowa during the
at length.
campaign and
Omaha, July 27. William J. Bryan
arrtv. d at 1:10 this afternoon and he
was met ul the station by a commute representing the Knights of
a secret order, which will
glv
lilni a banquet and Into which
he will be in. Hated this evening. He
delivered addresses to large crowds at
sev r.il towns In Iowa en route.
five-minu- te

i'-a-

n,

WII.I, Til Kit K UK HARMONY?
Pitt.-lurMass., July 27. If the
In vita lion, of K. Parmaloe Prentice,
of John D. Rockefeller, ere
accented there "ill be a notable gathering; at a dinner at his summer home
He has
in Wililamstow n this week.
invited Attorney General Bonaparte,
Henry W. I'.lshop of Chicago
and Judge Peter S. Grosscup, presiding justice of the I'mted suites court
of appeals in Chicago, to a dinner In
honor of the latter, who is at present
a gU' st of Judse H shop here at his
summer home "WiakA."
The party will Include the
of the oil king whose corporation
was fined by Judge Landis, the head
of the federal department of Justice
which prosecuted the case, and the
Justice who reversed the decree,
thereby calling forth the wrath of
President Roosevelt.
It Is not known, however, that
Bonaparte will accept the Invitation.
He Ls in Lenox Just now.
g,

w
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HITCHCOCK APPOINTS
ASSISTANT THEASUllEll
Chicago, July 27. Frank Hitch- cock, chairman of the Republican national committee, today announced
the appointment of Frederick W.
of Chicago as assistant treasurer, offices for Hitchcock and associate have been secured In the New
MichiHarvester buiiding at 234-- 3
gan avenue.
Up-ha- ni

WANT NO AUXILIARIES.

Denver. July 27. The Western
Federation of Miners today defeated
an amendment to the constitution providing for thu organization under federation charters of laborers around
mining camps not employed as miners, mi Mm en or smeltermen.

Were Theodore Kulay and Albert
Ross murdered and robbed, or did
they fight and Inflict wounds on each
other, resulting fatally to both, or did
they have a suicide compact and each
take his own life by drinking sulphurThese are the
ic acid and stabbing?
three principal theories on which, officers at Roswell and the United
States marshal's office in this city are
working In an effort to clear up the
mystery surrounding the death of the
two young men.
The finding of a badly decomposed
body northwest of Roswell and three
miles from where the body of Albert
Ross was found a few weeks ago,
deepens the mystery surrounding the
manner In which Ross met death and
auda another death which the officers
are now trying to clear up. The second body has been positively Identified as that of Theodore Kulay, a
German shoemaker, who worked at
Roswell, and who, In company with
Ross, started to walk from Roswell to
Albuquerque,
The second body was to badly de
composed that it was necessary to
bury it on the spot where It was
found, but this was not done until it
had been care-fullexamined by Deputy Sheriff O. Z. Finley, of Roswell;
Fred Carstensen, the shoemaker for
whom Kulay worked; Fritz Brinck, a
sheepman, and another aheepman,
both of whom live near where the
two bodies were found.
Both the bodies of Ross and Kulay
presented the same indications of violent death. Both were found stretched
out on the grass, the head of each
reclining on the owner's coat, part of
the clothing removed, and knife
wounds in various parts of each body.
In each case the wounds Inflicted are
in such position that they could have
been self inflicted, and one of the
theories on which the officers are
working is that the two men formed
a suicide pact.
This is strengthened by the finding
of two bottle of sulphuric acid near
Kulay's body. One of the bottles was
partly empty, and it Is a theory of
the officers that Kulay, after either
killing Ross or witnessing his suicide, took the knife with which he
killed himself and then stabbed hint-se- lf
after drinking sulphuric acid.
Ross had several knife wounds in
hU breast but his shirt had not been
cut, indicating that the garment had
been removed before the wounds were
made. Kulay had a knife wound in
his neck, but It Is Improbable this
in used his death, as the wound, was
slight. No other wound was found
on his body, and it is believed that
he met his death by drinking sulphuric acid.
Adding to the mystery Is the loss
of $35 which Kulay was known to
have when he left Roswell. A careful search of his clothing failed to
reveal this money or any place in the
clothing where It had been concealed,
and this adds to the belief that bot'.i
men were attacked and killed by robbers, who disposed of the two bodies
In such manner as to lend mystery
to the events surrounding the double
killing. The robbery theory is not
taken seriously by the officers, however, the position of the bodies and
the wounds arguing against it. If robbery was the motive a cunning mind
planned and executed the deaths, but
the fact that the bodies were left
on the plains when they could
easily have been taken a few miles In
any direction and hidden so that they
would never be found, Indicates to
the officers that no third person ls responsible.
That Kulay killed Ross and then
himself, or that the two men fought.
Rose stabbing Kulay In the neck and
the latter killing Ross, then taking
his own 1'fe by drinking acid, or that
the two men entered Into a suicide
pact bffure leaving Roswell. are the
theories which stand out strongest,
and the latter Is the more generally
accepted.
A story attracting a great deal of
Interest In Roswell la that the two
men were members of an anarchistic
society and that Roes was sent to kill
Kulay because the latter had failed
in a former mission of death. Of thl
story the Roswell Record says:
Deputy Hheriff O. Z. Finley yesterday inado a ciireful search of the
clothing of Albert Ross for the missing 135 that belonged to Theodore
Kulay, these being the two Germans
ed
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CROWDS GATHER

DELEGATES

Serious Situation Arises as Re- Officers Incline to Belief that the
Two Men Fought and that the
sult of Breaking (Off Relations
Holland
Survivor Killed Himself by
Casand
Between
Drinking Sulphuric
tro's Country- - Riots Stopped at Vv lllemstad
Acid
nature of the situation that has arisen
between the Netherlands and Veneiu.
ela wag emphasised today by the Issuance of orders to the Dutch cruiser
Gelderland to proceed at once to Ven-
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Representatives of This Territory Demonstrations Over Promulgation of the New Constitution
Assist in Launching More Candidates-Sentiment
Said to be
Continue Unabated and
whole Country Greatly
Strong Against Fusion
Excited
With Any Party
Chicago, July 17. Delegates con
tinue to arrive today to the national
convention of the Independence party
which will assemble tonight at 8
o'clock in Orchestra
hall. William
Randolph Hearst, who Is to act as
temporary chairman, has thus far
been the dominant factor in the
party's councils and his speech will
sound the keynote of the party's pol
icy throughout the coming- - campaign,
Thomas S. Higsen of Massachusetts
and Milton W. Howard of Alabam
seem to be the leading candidates for
presidential nomination, Higsen being
strongly supported by eastern delega
lions, while the south and portions of
the west Incline toward Howard.
to Hearst the fight Is open
and the nomination will not be die
tated or Influenced in any manner.
Charles K. Walsh of Iowa, many
years secretary of the Democratic na
tional committee, will be permanent
chairman of the convention. The
platform, It Is expected, will contain
a radloal declaration for '' an anti
Injunction law.
Among the delegations arriving to
day waa that of .New' Mexico.
The
Nevada delegates announced that they
would make a strong fight for J. C.
iisgerman for the vice presidential
nominee. Sentiment Is strong among
the delegates against fusion with
either the Democratic or Republican
party.

Well, then,
Poorhouse Keeper (brutally):
Stir yourself. Come in or stay out! (Quiver
music.)
John D. (tottering In the shadow of ruin with only $970,760,000 left to his name): Oh, sir,
with a
poor, broken old man while he takes his last look t the green fields an 1 the sunlight he loves sobear
well.
Ker-chuKer-chuKer-chu(Clatter of No. 11 hoofs.)
Enter Courier: Halt! Cross not that threshhold, noble patriarch! Tour unjust fine has been reversed.
Now, with frugality, you can pass your declining years well-nig- h
In comfort!
John D.: Thank heaving!
CURTAIN.
sl
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whose bodies were found 45 .' miles
northwest of Roswell. But there waa
no sign of the missing money, and
the. mystery of the double, killing .1"
'
increased.
.'
The examination of Ross's clothing
disclosed the fact that there were no
knife holes in the bosom of his shirt,
over the place where the fatal
wounds were made in his breast. This
looks as if he had bared his own
breast and stabbed himself. This puts
another difficulty In the way of those
who would make of It a fight In
fatal
which each man inflicted
wounds on the other.
A etory ls gaining ground that Rosa
was a representative of some anarchistic society and had been sent to kill
Kulay, who, the story goes, had been
a member of the society and had once
failed to do his duty. The officers
place no credit In this report, but It
continues to spread, perhaps because
it is interesting.
Sheriff C. L. Ballard of Chaves
county arrived in Albuquerque this
morning to secure the trunk which
Kulay shipped by express to this city
before he left Roswell. The trunk
Is being held by the express company
and it will take an order of court to
secure It. Sheriff Ballard expected
that he might find something in the
trunk which would give a clue to the
double killing mystery, in cane there
was a suicide pact, but will have to
wait until an order of court can be
secured.
Sheriff Ballard said: "The theory
that either Ross or Kulny were anarchists Ls absurd, and the supposition
that the men were killed by Mexicans
is greatly weakened by the fact that
Mexicans found both bodies and reported them to the authorities.
The
contents of the dead man's
trunk
might divulge some secret which
would throw some light on thn tragedy but I fear that the truth will
never be known. The place w here the
bodies were fiiund If fully twenty
miles from any
The near,
est place Is the headquarters sheep
camp of Fritx Prlnck.
Mr. Brinck
has aided us greatly In conducting an
Investigation of the killings.
"Ito-- s h.'n relatives In St. Iiuis, but
none of tin in has come to Investigate
his death, probably btause they are
In moderate circumstances
and cannot afford it. Koas had been in Roswell only a short time and Kulay had
been there but a little while. Kulay
In the United States only
had be.-four years.
"As It stands now there doesn't
i em to bo the Slightest clue on whk'n
to base a motive for the crimes and
whil the bodies themselves indicate
in a measure how death came to the
two men, there are ho many conflicting details about both that it is hard
to
a solution of the mystery."
Fritz Brinck, who helped the officers to Investigate, is quite well
known by the earlier settlers of Albuquerque.
Fourteen years ano be
was tried and acquitted In Bernalllo
county of the killing of a man by the
name of ftilva, who was shot and
killed in Tijeras canyon, twenty mlle
east of the city. tflva had a small
reservoir in the canyon and Brinck
wi driving sheep through the canyon to Albuquerque.
Some of the
animals went to Sllva's reservoir to
drink, and Kilva shot them. It Is also
said that Silva shot at Brinck. The
latter returned the fire and Sllva
was killed.
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18 UNCOVERED.
Chicago, July 27. After hearing
charges that a gigantic swindle! plot,
by which a gang cleared at least
fl.ooo.uuo, was In operation, the
grand Jury today voted indictments
against J. A. French.
The evidence submitted charged
that fraud was committed by the sale
of worthless mining stock. The many
victims, it was said, included wealthy
business men and oanks. French,
who, the police say, has been the lead,
cr of the band, is the son of a prominent minister in New Orleans, and
comes from one of the beet families
of that city.
French hud eluded capture In every
b'g city of the country, until arrested In Chicago. He has been Identified by many alleged victims and Is
wanted In at least a dozen cities.
Scores of arrests in different cities
are planned, and the police declare
that one of the biggest swindles ever
chronicled will come to light.
French asserts that his father Is
one of the most prominent ministers
1n New Orleans, and that the family
was wealthy. He refused to give his
true name.

lilO SWINDLE

Governor Curry Announced Olympic Games in Stadium
Appointment From Santa
Completed Saturday and
Fo I his Morning
Prizes Distributed
COL . E. W. DOBSON. ALFRED

OKUNSrELD 07 HER TWO

,

Santa Fe, N. M., July 2 7. (Spe- ciul.) Governor Curry today named
Otto DIeckmann of Albuquerque as the
third man on the primary commission
which will have charge of the Repub.
ltcan primaries and convention
In
Bernalillo county.
The other two members, appointed
by Chairman 11. o. Bursum of the
central committee, from lists submitted to him from the opposing sides,
are E. W. Dobson and Alfred Uruna-feld.

Governor Curry said that he hoped
the appointment would meet with
suucrai approval ana mat the primaries would be conducted In an abso
lutely fair and impartial manner.
After announcing the appointment
the governor dictated the following
official letter to Mr. DIeckman:
July 27, 19ns.
Mr. Otto DIeckmann, Albuquerque,
N. M.

--

l

Dear Sir: In accordance with a
resolution passed by the territorial
Republican central committee at a
meeting in Albuquerque, July 10,
limit, copy of which Is here enclosed,
I appoint
you as the third member
of the primary commission provided
for in said resolution.
in making this appointment I have
been governed by a desire to unite
'ne Republican party in Bernalillo
county and I sincerely hope that you
will work to that end.
Your standing in the community,
both as a business man and as a party
man, warrants the belief that you will
uo tnis. Mr. Grunsfeld and Mr. Dob.
son. the other two members of the
committee, are men of high standing.
and I am satisfied that all three of
you will be prompted by the single
desire to unite your party and to
achieve victory at the November election.

UNITED STArES HAS
BIG LEAD OVER ALL
London. July 27. The Olympic
contests held in the stadium were
completed Saturday afternoon
with
the
hurdle race and the
1,600-metrelay race, both of which
were won by American athletes. The
end of the program of events was
followed by ttie presentation of gold
medals and trophies to the winners
by Queen Alexandria, and the silver
and bronze medal by the Dowager
Duchess of Westminster, the Duchess
of Westminster, the Duchcs of Rutland and Lady Dcsborough.
A big crowd witnessed the presentation and was liberal with applause
when the winners came up to receive
the prizes. In all the events of the
Olympic games since the contest began, Including water polo and other
sports in which England alone competed, the standings of the countries
taking part ls as follows:
United Kingdom 3i; America 22;
Sweden 7; France 4; Hungary 3; Nor.
way. Canada, Italy, Germany, 2 each;
Belgium, South Afrlcu,
1
Finland,
each.
In the field and track
events In
which the points are counted five for
first three for second and one for
third, the standing is:
America 114V; United Kingdom
66
.Sweden 1 2 Vi ; Canada
11;
South Afrira and Greece, 8 each; Nor.
way 5; Germany 4; Italy S; Hungary
2
France 2
Australia and
Finland, I each,
America's score In the field snd
track events Is made up of 15 firsts,
lv seconds and 8 thirds. In addition to
a tie for second and third In the
standing high Jump and a tie for the
third place in the pole vault. The
I'lilted Kingdom got 8 firsts, seconds
anj 3 thirds. Sweden won 2 firsts, 1
second; Canada 1 first, 1 second and
1
1 second and
3 thirds; Germany
third; Italy, Australia anl Hungary
1 third each.
110-met- er
er

PEACE GOKFERENCE
BEGINS

AT

Sortety of 7 Friends) From ; Sixtcc
Countries AsM'iiUlc ami get Usa
''
King:' MeeMtse. '
London, July 27. The seventeenth
annual peace conference organized by
the isociciy of Kr.ends assembled hers
today, ' Over one hundred societies la
sixteen different countries are represented.
King Edward and Queen Alexandra
received the delegates at Buckingham
naiaee. IBM fleleirAt.ni nrouu e , ...1 am
address end the king made reply,
concluding. "I pray the blessing ot
God may attend your labors."
.. - f
RHODES TKSTS IN OCTOIlKIt, 1909.
Washington, July 27. The trustees
of the will of the late Cecil Rhodes
announced for the information of col-leauthorities anu candidates
tor
scholarships In ihe United States that
the next qualityii.g examination
for
scholars in this country under the
bequest
Rhodes
would be held In October, lauu. The scholars elected will
oegln residence in Oxford in October,
IV 10.
The examination will be held
in each state ami territory lo which
scholarships are assigned, at centers
to be fixed by the committee of selection.
ge
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London, July 27. Mrs. Marshal
Robert lost a diamond and pearl collarette vulueu at 1,6UU at a ball given by tile Duchess of Wellington at
TEXAS DEMOCRATS
Apsley house recently. Mrs. Roberts
says she took off her collarette at supper and put it by her plate. Bhe
DEFEAT PROHIBITION missed
It utter leaving die dining
room and returned to look for it, but
could not find the collarette. She no.
No IlcHulrtnistdoii, According- to Re- tilled the police. The theft has caused
considerable gossip in London society.
turns IVoin lrtiiittry Elcx-tio- i
Campbell Beats Opisjlienl.
CONDITION IN KOREA
NOW I'EACKFLT
Dallu-s- ,
July 27. Partial returns
Toklo, July 27. Pr.uce Ito, resident
from the Democratic state primary
elections held Saturday Indicate vic- general of Korea, has had a long contory for Governor Campbell by sixty ference with the emperor and reports
thousand. The prohibition 'submis- that Korei Is practically restored to a
sion amendment appears to have condition of peace, it is possible that
men defeated oil the face of thu re- l'rince lto will assume the presidency
turns.
of the privy council
without relinquishing his title as resident general
Japanese praise
o'iiuik-V- .
ill Korea.
Tokio. July 27. The Hochl, a newspaper generally credited with
UKADY 1XII THE MEETING.
feeling, said to be Inspired by
Reval,
July 27. The French naval
Count Okurna, leader of the opposi- division accompanying
President
tion party in the Diet In an editorial
of France, w ho w as to meet
referring to published
interviews Emperor
off this port, enwhich American Ambassador O'Brien tered tlie Nicholas
harbor this of el noon.
gave in San Francisco and In Chicago, says:
"The American ambassador contin- OIT'KEK kll.LKD IN RATH Till.
ues at home the splendid work which
Manila, July 27. Lieutenant Osmarked his policy in Japan, namely, walt of the Twetity-n.nt- h
infantry met
using his influence to promote the death here today by accidental eleccause of friendship between America trocution.
He had en.ered a bath
and Japan, which was momentarily tuj and came In contact with a wire
menaced by the effort of the yellow in turning on the lighting current.
press."

for

3;

This can onlv he done bv fairness
your county convention and by the
nomination of good men for county
and territorial offices. Respectfully NEW YORK KltS WdV
yours.
OKi'RGE CURRY,
TO K . Tlil tTA I V MEXICANS.
Governor of New Mexico.
New York, July 27. Arrangements
fire being made for the reception and
WEAVER hi PPOItTS IIRYAN.
entertainment of Mexican commls- Des Moines, July 27. Gen. James sinners who, with A. L. Santa Cres,
II. Weaver, popuiw. candidate fur th
chief of staff to President Diaz, will
presidency in IS92. Joined William J. settle the dispute over American con-- !
Bryan on the train at Colfax, Iowa. cessions In Mexico and at the same
this morning, and thfy talked over tune deliver valuable concessions
the political sltu itlon. Weaver ls a which have been assigned by Diaz to
strong friend of Bryan and Joined the American promoters. They are expected here Wednesday.
Democratic par'y some time ago.
in

Constantinople, July 27. Demonstrations surpassing anything ever
witnessed In this country are being
held throughout the land as a result
of the sul.an's action In promulgating
the New Turkish constitution, which
was declared formally adopted
July
24. The people assemble in crowds
in many cities and discuss the new
rder.
A great crowd of 200,000 people as
sembled In front of the palace this
morning and cheered the sultan. Tit
demonstration assumed such proportions that the government this after
noon Issued a proclamation Inviting
the people to remain calm and not to
strive for Impossible things.
Celebrations
being
are
held
throughout the city and but little
work has been done since the gov
eminent order giving a constitution
to the country was adopted July 24.
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July 27. MU
Pauline
NOMINATION
OF
Cincinnati,
July 27. Judge Taft Kohlsaat. daughter of H. H. Kohlsaat,
siient a busy day lu political confer-- 1 and Potter l"ulmer. sou of Mrs. Potencejt ntiii mnklrior finnl nr-- in
iotia ter Palmer, were married here today.
for the notification ceremonies tomorAMERICAN CAR AT UF.RI.IN.
row. The trains today brought many
Rerlln, July 27. The American car
State leaders, beside members of the
notification committee.
The decora- In the New York to Paris race arrlvel
tions gave the city a gala appearance. here at 1 o'clock this morning.
Chlcugo,
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"Scientific Rain Making"
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(Valencia County
took Second Prize
Columbian Exposition)

au) in Vienna

On a recent evening at the opera In Franz Josefs gay city an enter-prisln- g
manager who thought to cave time and money proceeded to put
the Idea Into action by carving bits ou; of Wagnerian opera, says the St.
Louis Times.
Early on the evening of the production It was reported that the Herr
Director would take liberties with the score, but no one dreamed that he
would actually do so. When the curtain rose, all seemed well, but In the
course of the first act It was observed by the lynx-eye- d
students who held
large books In their laps that Immortal passages were being sacrificed.

the rape proceeded the audience, led Into a state of outraged excitement
by the critical observers who held books upon the bold director, set up a
noise that rivalled even the Wagnerian vigor of the music Policemen were
necessary. They fell upon the students who were at the head of the riot
nd most of the hurry-u- p
wagons of that dear Weln were necessary to cart
the outraged friends of Wagner from the opera house to the station house.
Here we have the difference between Vienna and certain American
cities we might mention. In Chicago, for Instance, some of the Arsst financiers are lured to the opera only on the promise that they will be "allowed
to come home at eleven," or that two or three acts are to be cut out of the
blamed thing. And if Santa sang her spinning song1 as the tower scene from
Trovatore" not many would know or care. We of America have a far
way to go before we will iirrive at tbr point where It will be necessary to
call out the militia to supplies a riot over a few pecks of misalg Wagnerian
notes.
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VEGETABLES,
(I

guess yes

VALLEY

"

Santa Fe Railroad.
Two Railroad Stations,
Many Passenger
Trains Daily,
Freight Trains
Every Hour.
Telephone and
Telegraph Service,
Modern Irrigation
System. Deep, s
Rich Soil.
Shallow
Well Water.
Cheap Coal,
Cheap Lumber,
Lime and Firewood,
Splendid Grazing
in the Foothills.

WHEAT,
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Means Sure and Abundant Crops and Rapid Increase in Value of Both Water Rights and Land.
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Yesterday Mr. Hryan urged some negro callers at Fairview to get In
line and organize Bryan clubs among the negro voters, says the Kansas
City' Star. A few moments later Mr. Bryan assured the newspaper men
that there was no possibility of Mr. Taft's carrying a single southern state.
Mr. Bryan did not say It, of course, but his assurance that Taft will not
carry a southern state l based upon his knowledge that-whis called the
"black peril" will hold the south to the Democratic party. Taft will lose
Georgia, Virginia, Tennessee and other states because the voters of the
south believe the Republican party's attitude toward the negro Is dangerous
to white supremacy. Not one of these states Is for Bryan upon any Issue
the Nebraskan represents In his candidacy except, always, the hostility of
Democracy toward the political ascendency of the black man. In Lincoln
Mr. Bryan urges the negroes to help him. upon his profession of friendship
for them. This Implies that If he Is elected he will defend their right to
the ballot and stand between them and the southern movement to disfranchise them. If Mr. Bryan really Intends to do that, let him Inform the
south of his intentions. If he Is In harmony with his party and that wing
of his party, too, that he must depend upon for any chance of election on
the negro question, then he was shamefully Insincere with his negro callers
at Fairview.
at

Socorro Chieftain: While the partisans of Mr. Larrazolo are declaiming
that their leader was beaten two years ago by fraudulent votes let us not
forget what happened in the Magdalena precinct. The next day after the
election Democratic wrath rose to a high pitch in this county over the
report that dozens of sheep-herdehad been brought into thit precinct
from Valencia county and bad been voted for Mr. Andrews. Some of our
local Democratic statesmen whose sense of political decency was outraged
by the report almost beyond endurance instituted a joint Investigation. The
Investigation was conducted with all the gravity and solemnity befitting so
momentous an occasion and It was found to be a fact that two Valencia
county sheep-herdewith malice aforethought and without the fear of
God In their hearts had actually voted In the Magdalena precinct. It was
found to be a fact, also, that both of them had voted for Mr. Larrazolo.
rs

rs

Pecos Valley News: There Is only one Republican paper of any consequence opposing the candidacy of Mr. Andrews, and that Is the L.m Vegas
Optic, which is supporting Mr. Spiesa. the home candidate. The Morning
Journal professes to be a Republican paper, but as it opposes almost everything Republican from the president down. Its claims are not consistent
d
with the policy pursued. The Journal is of the
variety, with a
decided rule or ruin tendency and a detriment rather than an aid to Republicanism. It is not championing the candidacy of anyone In particular
for the delega.eshtp. Is Just fernlnst Mr. Andrews without any apparent
reason or well denned purpose in view. Republicans will do well to give
credence to only such papers as are known to be loyal to the Interests of the
party and are earnestly supporting candidates for the various positions.
fire-bran-

A Parisian newspaper has been polling its readers to ascertain their
opinion respecting the rela.lve value of inventions, and finds that in popular esteem the locomotive stands at the head nt the list of the twelve modern discoveries or inventions which have rendered the greatest service to
humanity. It Is Interesting to note that the Parisian thinks that the facilitation of transportation has proved a greater benefit to mankind than the
printing press, and that he believes the opportunity to keep clean, which
the Invention of Roap has made so easy, Is of more consequence to man than
the cheapening of books.
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Total

$100,000.00
30.000.00
30,000.00
.1160.000.00

The Taft banner Is again filiating In the town of l,.ncoln, and it will
probably remain undisturbed until after the election, a the people of the
little Nebraska town have made up their min is that the notoriety gained
through pulling down banner offsets the distinction of having as a resident
a man whose name will g down in history as a thrice defeated candidate
for the presidency.
No one has taken the .pains to renmrk that the Democratic national
ticket l well balanced. It appears, however, to be entitled :o consideration
on that account, both Bryan and Kern having twice suffered defeat when
running for prominent offices.

Denilng Graphic: You can count on anywhere from S.OnO to 10.000
majority for the Republican nominee for Congressional delegate in New
Mexico at the rapidly approaching election. Mark our prediction.
Now that the

Opic of Las

In New Mexico,

t

Vegas has raised the question of the AnIts attention Is called to the f.ict that over

drews sentiment
fifty papers are advocating the return

t

Congress of the present delegate.

At Barnard college recently they held an election at which 325 young
ladles were eligible to vote. The 3 2 '. however, cast 38S votes, which ought
to be a strong argument in favor of Hiving women the ballot.
With desperadoes running amuck in her streets, dear obi Boston
hardly in position to again point her finger at the wild and wooly west.
Having left no other records worth having, the I.usUanla ha
,.
breaking her own.

Is

to keep

About the only relig'on some people have left is to enjoy themselves

a they see fit.

Soil Reports and Literature Mailed Free.
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lievlng h:s oars.
"Do you mean It?"
"Surely," sa d the girl.
"You
could have had me seven weelts ago;
DAILY SHORT STORIES
you
Is
the very
but do'
realize that this
first time you have ever really asked
me to marry you?"
It's going some to beat the time of
BKATING HIS T1MK.
a lifelong sweetheart in three months
but It's going a lot more to beat hiJ
time In three weeks and not know
By Frank H. Williams
It's going some1 when a man of what you'ye done!
beats
three months' acquaintance
T1IK GKXTIJC PARISIAN' "COX."
g
sweetheart
the time of a
At this hour there are probably
Not every man could do It but then
twenty
bands of "confidence" men In
Is
every
man
a
O'Brien.
Matt
not
They are made up of AmeriParis.
mothe
over
Matt
was
all
with
It
ment that he saw her passing, holding cana Canadians, Australians and Engon to the arm of that little paste- lishmen. Well dressed, amiable, good
She talkers, they haunt the best ho. els,
board man she wus engaged to.
was pretty pretty as you ever find the theaters and the American bars.
them and she threw one glance at Usually they know some one that you
know, for they Hre well traveled and
Matt out of her big,
me eyes that turned him as white as have seen the world. Of course their
a sheet.
For a moment he gazed methods vary. The "game" most popafter the couple as If he wan dazed, ular . at present w as Invented about
yeaw ago by a thief known
then he grabbed one of the boys hard fifteen
as "Glass-Ky- e
Alfred." He made over
by the arm.
so;
"For the love of heaven!" Matt $200,000 out of it In ten years orshor;
then he went to prison for a
cried, "who's the girl?'
term. He will be out this summer,
The boys luughed.
old. he
ilcr?" Pat Burton asked. "Don't and though he Is 72 years
you know her? She's Nick Wadaon's will find plenty of work In his curious
daughter, Nellie. That fellow she's trade.
Alfred's" trick,
This Is "Glass-Ey- e
walking with has been her steady
says Vance Thompson In the August
to a grass
since she was knee-hig- h
BroadwHy Magazine.
hopper."
You are a man of wealth and (beMatt gritted his teeth a little, hitch
ing an American) of Innocence; in
ed up his coat and said,
your hotel or in a the.i.er you meet
"There goes my future wife!"
Of course, starting out with that a chatty man from home. While you
statement. Matt got a rough lot of are hobnobbing with nrrn a third
Joshing from the boys.
But he stuck lurron comes carelessly up and is In
to It and those that knvw say he told troduced.
At dinner
for of cours
confesses
the girl what he Intended to do the you dine the
Howthird time he called on her
that he Is a man of wealth; alw
ever that is he was calling her by her
has just died, leaving him s
first name the second day after the In fortune of which a certain por Ion-- say
t
$20.000 Is to be distributed
troduction and was feeling sorry for
the pasteboard man by the end of the the poor. Doubtless, too, he w ill ad.i
By the end of the third week, that he !s on his way to Rome in orweek.
Mutt was trying to decide which of der to give some of the money to the
pope. Need 1 tell you what happens"
the boys to have for ushers.
Somehow though, he didn't get He asks you to distribute part of the
along so well in the fourth week. money in gifts to the deserving poor
She was just as friendly with him as of your acquaintance.
But are you
ever, but when he'd take her
a man to be trusted? As a test of
hand In his and turn on the confidence you are asked to hand over
Matt a few thousands to the chatty mar.
mush talk, she'd only laugh.
began to have a worried look while from home, who first made your acthe pasteboard man who had been quaintance,
j
rather disoomfortable while Matt was
Too simple, you say?
began to bulge a
in the ascendency
g
Too simple by far if you are
bit about the head.
In a Broadway cafe, with the
The boys, naturally, ail took a deep noW of that thuuderoiM thoroughfare
intercut In the progress of affairs.
in your ears. 'Tis a different thing
"I can't understand it," said Matt, In Paris. You would be wholly con"1 thought I had her won in vinced of it could I
sadly.
mention the
a walkaway, but now it's different. I names of some of the men who have
her,
marry
1
going
m
to
tell her that
fallen Into the trap. One victim, who
She seems to think made no concealment of the ma;ter.
tiut .she laughs.
it's a joke.
tas Mr. James Rice, of Columbus,
All of the boys sympathized deeply O.
The buccaneers got from him
advice.
kinds
of
and offered all
$5,000, his diamond ring, his watch
Some thought that it would be best and chain. One of the swindlers was
for Matt to take a correspondence caught and convicted. 1'sually the
course of courtship to see if he had victim prefers
to say nothing and
overlooked any important points, pocket his loss. There was a man
while others thought the absent treat- from South Africa who list $60,000
ment to make the heart grow fonder in this wicked game of "Ulasx-Ky- p
Al
might be succes-sful-.
,
fred's" devising.
At any rate It went on that way
He was a b: ranger and they took
until toward the end of the three him In.
months.
The pasteboard man seem-e- d
to have a little the best of the Help for Those Who Have Bronvac"
argument.
Matt was getting desTrouble,
perate.
He had been at a standstill
After doctoring for about twW
Finally, one day, years
for two months.
for a bad stomach trouble,
he met the girl and her fellow coming spending nearly five hundred dollar
down the street together. Matt, with for medicine and doctor fees, I pa
a look of chancing everything on a chased my wife one box of Chambe
single throw, stopped them.
Iain's Stomach and LJver Tablet
"I've had enough of this dilly- which did her so much good that
dally business!" he cried.
"Which continued to use them and they
is it going to be, me or himT I'm
her more good than all of th
asking you to marry me. Nellie; medicine I bought before. Rams
what are you going to do ebout it?" Boyer, Folsom, Iowa. This tnedlcla-I"Why marry you. of course," said
for sale by all druggists. 8aaapl
the girl with her face as red as a fre.
peony she left the pasteboard man
Want ads printed In the ClUarn
and came over and stood by Matt.
"Why. why!" cried Matt, hardly be-- 1 will bring results).
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Gffoss Kelliy

new-com-

& Co

(Incorporated)

life-lon-

Wholesale

Grocers
Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

er

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

l'ly-wni- te

Gffoss

slt-t'n-

Original appropriation for federal building
Additional appropriation for federal building
Appropriation for Irrigation congress

CHAHGr, NO INTEREST, NO TAXES,

Don't Wait, Write Now.

fcav-don-

s

Kelly

& Co,

(Incorporated)
How's ThUT
We offer One Hundred
Dallnn Ha.
ward for any case of Catarrn that cannot be cured by Hall s Catarrh Cure.
r. j. cnis.Msi et co., Toledo, o.K
We. the undersigned,
hava known
J Cheney for the last 1 years, and be
lieve mm penecuy nonoraote
in ail
puslnes
transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations mad
oy nis nrm.
MAKV1N,
VtAl.DlNO. al.inAN
Wbolesul
Crunffu., Ii!e'(', O.,
Hall s Catarrh Cure Is taken Internal
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surface of th system. TestiIbc per bottla.
monials sent free. Prtc
Hold by an Lruggis- Toil Halls family Pills for consti

BANK

g

COMMERCE

OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
DEPOSITORY A. T.

&

S. F. RAILROADCO.

pation.

'
REPORT OF CONDITION JULY 6, 1908.
Doctor Nacamull will be back from
Europe In September and will be at
RESOURCES.
his office In the N. T. Armljo building
i a bit
abg.ut September 15, 1908.
Lo?ns and discounts
$ 965,048.84 Capital, surplus and
Cash ind dui frin other
profits
1231,247,06
It will rain again and you will need
banks
384,837.78 Oepislts
a pair of rubber. W have all sizes
1,097,310.90
for men, women and children. Prices All other rtsources-- .
26,200.00 All ither Liabilities.
52,528,66
run from 60 to 8S cents. C. May's
Shoe Store, S14 West Central avenue.
$1,376,086.62
$1,376,086.62
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HOW HOSPITAL

PAGE Til HIM.

ippines or Central Alaska amounU croquet, go to the reading room, II- - j hemorrhage, he Is sent to the Infirm
to va--t sums yearly, as the lck are brary, post exchange or amuse him- pry, where ths worst class of patients
paid their salaries as If on duty, both self In any way that does not mean Is treated, iler the patient has to
This class patient Is
tay in bed almost coliltiuou.v, ard
going to and returning from Fort
ltnyard. The transportation the Unit with the exception of those occupying four or five times a dV tie is given
ed States gives her sick soldier Is t'nj three tents located In one of the fln' in urlshment consisting ot milk and
est buildings In the sanitarium, for ep.-- drinks, cocoa or pla n milk, ut-- s
very oesi. in traveling dj rmi
Its purpose It might be called Ideal.: do of his regular three meals. Sol-d.given a first class Pullman ticket.
This building, the ldn of w hich or.g- patients who have largely regainAt Bayard station
the patient
more often It la patients is nut by inated with the present commanding' ed their health and who have not for
the ambulance and driven to th an- ofilcer, Lieutenant Colonel U. E. a long time had, any temperature are,
nex, which Is the receiving ward for KuKhnell, belongs to the old mlsslou at the end of their fifth month of
In the middle treatment, sent up before a board of
the enlisted patients and the benefi- style of architecture.
of the building Is an empty court medical officers, who put In a recomciaries of Soldiers' home of Washington, 1). C, the expenses of the latter and around it Is one continuous ve- mendation for return to duly, more
being defrayed by the home at the randa, the awning overhead being so treatment or a disability discharge.
weather tho Those, recommended for duty by the
rate of 20 a month, and who are, fixed that in Inclement
while patients in the general hospital patients ran lower It so as to close commanding officer, on the reenm-iii.lati.in of this board, are tried out
at Fort Bayard, subject to the rules this part of the building. There are
verandas on the outs de of in the garden, which supplies the
and articles for the government of also four
tho bu Ming, so that the patient has
Willi the greater part of the
the armies of the United Stales.
vegetables used.
At the annex the patient has his but to roll his bed through the
room to sleep on the outside of
Soldiers are either returned to duty
temperature recorded and pulse takor discharged for disability in from
en; he Is given a sputum cup in wh eh the building.
mx to eight months after their admisliw luilcnfs Improve.
to expectorate.
It Is one of the Veiy
o.diera thus discharged from
The difference oetween class U, and sion.
worst acts of disobedience to be found
the service may at' any time obtain
spitting elsewhere or to go anywhere the class A patients is that the latter a.1
mission to tho Soldiers' home, Diswithout his "bug box," made of paper are in o tier condition and are not in
trict of Columb.a, provided the dissaturated with oil of sandal wood tne 'san tarlum referred to as "s.eep-- i ability
"in the line ot duty," and
and held in a brass frame. He is next
r, us from 7 In the looming to 9 they areIs then
entitled to all the privshown the bathroom,
where he al nignt they do not have to go to ileges
of the hospital- - here, their exchanges his clothing for pajamas, a bed, wii.le at the same ti.ne tht y are
robe and slippers and his outdoor cncouifiged to sleep as much as they penses oelng defrayed by the Soltrealmenl begins. While in this part wish to tnrough the day, a privilege diers' home.
ot this
of the hospital the patient has to stay of which a great many path-ntin bed sixteen hours out of the twenty-tclass avail tin msa fes. Tne e.ass A
veour,
fVatient wouid not at least not to the Call lor Territorial Conventicn
lie sleeps on the broad
randa of the annex, for tne treatment uulra m il eje appear to be a "lung-e- r'
at ail.
Used here is an outdoor treatment.
A Republican territorial convention
Many of tiiein are fatter than ever
The consumption germ loves the
hereby called by order of the Redarkness; its favorite haunts are in before in their lives. This class of is
the shadowy places, but there are no --patients are also allowed Hie no mean publican committee to be held at
rooms at the big privilege of taking a pass of iiont 10 Santa Fe on the 18th dy of August,
dark,
D. 190s, at the Capitol building,
sanitarium for its convenience. The a. in. to 6 p. m. every two weeks. At A.
these t.mes the patients go to Silver for the purpose of uomina.ing a canbasis of the treatment here is the
City, nine m.les distant, which is one didate for uelegate to the sixty-firof a primordial,
lile, pure, fresh air and good food. It of the large cities of New Mexico, or Congrf to represent New Mexico.
The several counties of the territory
is not so- much a medicine cure as a to Santa Kita, the oldest copper mining camp In the United States, being will be enti led to reptasentatlon as
nature cure.
The morning following the patient's worked long before the days of the follows:
Counties.
Delegates.
arrival he Is put through an exhaust- settlement of New Mexico by peopiB
ive physical examination, and a chart from the eastern states.
u
This town Bernalillo. ;
4
containing the clinical history of the is ulso the scene of Owen Wlster's Chav.es
case, diagnosis and previous personal "Virginian."
The reason that these Colfax
u
g
history is started.
patients are not allowed passes often- - Dona Ana
,
1
To this chart are daily addtl the er is that even lhemoderate us of Kady
temperature for each day, the weight Intoxicants has been proven, beyond Grant .
5
(which is taken every Friday), the the peradventure of doubt, to be detri- Guadalupe
5
result of the regular monthly exahi- - mental to tne recovery of the tubercu Lincoln
ination and the history of all compli- lous patient. There are very stringent Luna
1
cations or developments that may laws aga list the bringing of any in- McKlnley
g
arise. The patient is also Instructed toxicants into the post tor the same Mora.
to take his sputum to the laboratory reason. While not allowed outside the Otero. .
1
for ten days of each montn, mi louna reservation more than twice monthly, Quay
j
positive, when the examination of the the patients are not by any means Rio Arriba
10
sputum is discontinued.
without their amusements. The post Roosevelt.
1.... 7t
The post laboratory, with its phar- has a dramatic club that puts on some Sandoval.
macy.
exueriiuentinu room and ' very good shows .at the recreation San Juan
4
pathologist department, 1b one of the hall. Fort Bayard also has one of San Miguel
i
most Interesting buildings in the sani- - ( tho beat orchestras in the territory Santa Fe
10
tarlum. In the pathological depart- - ( Outside of these there are a large Sierra
4
ment the sputum is put through a number of good shows visit here, so Socorro
process by which the germ is stained that in this line Fort Bayard Is bel- Taos
t
so as to be visible under a strong miter off than most towns, for the two- Torrence
t
croscope. The "T. B." germ, which fold reason that the patients here are Union
(
has caused more deaths, more sorrow given the privilege of seeing
Valencia,
u
than all the great wars, fires and hur- shows and that they cost them notli
ricanes of h.story, does not look the lng, the expenses for amusement be
Total
180
part. Magnified one thousand diame- ing paid by the government.
Notice for precinct primaries shall
ters, it looks small and unimportant,
Cla.is A patients live on the veran
be given at leastUve days In advance
its general appearance being that of das of the wards, used as quarters by
holding same.
a silk thread, broken Into lengths of the soldiers who garrisoned the post of County conventions
shall ba called
inch. What through the Apache Indian wars, Q
to
by
county chairman except in
It lacks In size, however, it makes up rontmo, the greatest of the Indian suchthe
counties at have no county
in numbers and vitality.
chiefs that figured in these wars, hav
In which case a member
The patients in the majority of cas-- c ing done duty at Fort Bayard as a chairman,
the territorial committee of such
gain weight and run a normal sergeant of scouts before the bejrln ot
temperature after being treated for ning o his career of massacre. The county shall make the call hereunder;
some time at the annex. They are patients these quarters do not accom provided, that in the county of Berthen able to move about more and modate are in the tents. What is nalillo the call for the county conven.
are sent dow n with the ambulent pa- called a tent here is in reality three tion and rules regulating and governtients, divided into two classes, class large tents, end to end, with the ing the procedure and method of con.
Kvery patient has to flaps between them wide open. The ducting the primaries In the said
A and class li.
stay at least one month in class B s'des or these tents are kept up night county of Bernalillo shall be called
before being allowed in class A, which and day. In the wards the patients and made by a commission composed
is the best class of patients in the are not allowed Inside even with the of three electors of said county of
soldier home and enlisted men part windows open, except from supper Bernalillo to be elected In accordance
Patients having time to 9 o'clock, when "taps" are wlih a resolution adopted by the Reof the Institution.
active lesions or large cavities are sountled' and all the patients not al- publican executive committer at Alnot allowed in class A till they have ready In bed have to go there, as fif- buquerque, N. M., July 10, 1908.
All county conventions shall
be
had a great Improvement in their con- teen minutes later a check of all the
held not later than August IS, 1908,
dition. Ambulent, a patient no long- p.iti. nts In the post is taken.
er wears hospital clothing, lie dons
Th temperature of the class A pa- and the chairman of the several counto
his own uniform and outside of th tient ! taken once daily, that of the ty committees are requested
sleep hours, in class B, thirteen and class B patient twice every day, and promptly advise the undersigned or
of the twenty-fou- r,
he Is If any of the patients runs a temper- the secretary of the comm.ttee the
allowed to take walks, play pool or ature of 99. five or more, or has a names of the delegates selected at
such coun y conventions In order that
the same may be entered upon the
temporary roll.
Proxies for delegates will not be
recognized except when held by persons residents of the county from
which such delegates may have been
selected.
t
Delegates to the territorial convention heretofore elected by the county
conventions of th counties of Sierra
and Roosevelt will be recognized and
no additional
convention shall be
held in such counties hereunder.
ICfrl.slative Nominations.
In all Legislative districts composed
of three counties or more the Joint
membership of the delegates selected
hereunder from the counties of said
Legislative districts shall meet and as.
semble not later than the SOth day
of August at Santa Fe, N. M., and
hold district conventions for the purpose of nominating Legislative candidates, provided, that said Legislative
nominations may be made as soon at
practicable after the adjournment of
the territorial convention, at which
meeting all of the counties of said
Legislative districts shall be given opportunity to be present and participate.
By order of the territorial commit-
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The Government Spares no
Expense In Caring for Army

Patients at Sanitarium
The government's establishment at
Kurt Bayard for the care of tubercular patients from mo army and navy
is attract.
attention from all parts
of lac United fifties as well as European countries, on account of the
interest in the subject.
lan descriptions have been maue of
tile eanilariu..! ..i various magazine
r
al l eles and tho Washand
ington
in a recent issue has the
tonowing comprehensive uescrlpliou
oi tile huiK being done:
In the great lignt against the white
plague one of the most interesting
'
in the auuals o medicine the war
department of the United States is
in the van guard, with the largest
hospital in the world devoted entirely to the treatment of tuberculosis.
The government general hospital at
Fort Bayard, N. M., a humanitarian
project tor the benefit of the officers
and men of the United states army
w ho contract tuber Jdlos.s, is a departure such as no other nation in the
iiiHtory of the world has ever undertaken. It has cost immense amounU,
but in justification of the outlay are
the large number of soldiers returned
to duty, and the prolonging of .the
iives of hundreds owing to the treatment received there. A cuse in point
is that of General Clarence Edwards,
who owes his cure from consumption
to the treatment received at Fort
wiuU-sprea-

iRWi-pape-

ar

ilayard.

Situated in an ideal climate, where
is dry 36u days in the year, with its
liineleen square miles of territory,
shady paths, embowered avenues and
I lower gardens. Fort Bayard, often
called "tne garden spot of New Mexico," is at the .first view more like a
town than like what the public generally associates with the idea of a
hospital.. The hospital has its library
of 12,500 volumes, reading rooms, pool
and billiard halls, a large electric
light and power plant, ice plant, dairy,
1 very stables, telegraph
office and, telephone exchange, Jewelry shop, barber shops, studio, tailor shop and
many other features not connected
with the majority of hospitals. A
reservoir IK feet in height, which
ill hold 300,000 gallons, is now in
course of construction, and will be
used to supplement the present water
system. These recent appropriations
and the purchase of $8,000 worth of
land the deal for which was recently closed show that the government
of the United States appreciates the
benefit to the thousands of patients
that have been treated at the big
In the over ten years of its
existence.
MuMng Medical Observations.
As soon as any of Uncle cianr's soldiers wherever stationed show indications of tuberculosis they are immediately placed under observation.
They are given a rigid physical examination and the pathologist puts
the sputum through a careful examination under the microscope. If they
are then found to have the disease
they are at once sent to Fort Bayard,
the government paying all transportation and subsistence expenses. This
transportation in canes from the Phil
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A little want ad, day by day,
Dots the work you draw the pay.
It ses the j people you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.

oe-tle-r

one-eigh- th

-

one-quart- er

one-quart- er

HOW'D YOU LIKE TO BE MR. TAFT'S TAILOR?

trip over public highways, which form

almost one continuous lane between
They eat the choke
cultivated fields.
HAVE YOU A
cherry leaves ravenously, though under ordinary conditions they would
hardly touch them. The leaves contain pruaslc acid, and when an
ou was made ot the elomacns
of several of the dead sheep, and they
were found tilled with the leaves,
the cause ot deala was clearly established.
Stockmen throughout the west are
coming more fully to recognize the
Do vou
ceoole arc almost ficrhtlnw
know
.
.
benefits of government
The whole gracand range control.
for quarters right here in Albuquerque,
ing policy la to make the range better
Reand to insure its equitable use.
ad like this
striction is practiced not for its own
sake, but for the good ot the range
and stockmen w ho depend upon It.
The range has deteriorated under
unrestricted use, and so the government is making investigations under
FOR RENT Large, well furnished,
the direction of F. V. Coville, botanist,
well ventilated front room, modern
bureau of plant Industry, department
and sanitary. OO Blake St.
of agriculture, with a view to reseed-In- g
with belter grass. Again, poisonous plants are often destructive to
llv'tock, and in this case Dr. C. In-D.
Marsh, of the bureau of plant
dustry, Is conducting a study to detect
placed in
Albuquerque Citizen will secure
poisonous plants and suggest means of
eradicating them. There are also
you a
the small cost of
heavy losses from predatory animals,
but government hunters und trappers
are bony reducing the number ot
3
6
mountain lions and timber wolves,
which do most of the damage.
Finally, there - is the magnificent
prairie dog, which selects the choicest
grassy bottoms for its operations,
strips them to the soil, and plows up omcmcmnmcmomcmomcmom'im-mm cm3morcmomcmomccmcmomcm
They
the ground for its burrows.
have gone after the prairie dog now,
however, and by the u.10 of effective
poison will soon put an end to this
pest.

ROOM TO RENT?
OR A HOUSE?
that

and now?

An

The

tenant at

times for 35c, or
n

Convenience - Comfort - Security

a modi7fa1m

wiilbe

H. O. BURSUM,

tee.

Chairman.

POISONOUS PLANTS

times for 50c.

ball

I liver

The telephone makes
duties lighter, the cares
and the worries fewer.

exh biteo

TOU NEED

Valley In Arizona Plans
Miovvlng at Uiu

lulque

Oungrc.

One of the things which Mexa is
going to attempt is a miniature farm
right on the exposition grounds, says
the Arizona Gazette. The Salt river
valley will furnish the soil and the
(.ov eminent
raleH Willi Kle--liseeds and the box and Albuquerque
n in llliiiiinutc Choke Cherry
will be expected to furnish the sunI Yoiii the lUtngc.
shine and the water. This box, which
will probably be upwards ot 18x21
A nunioer of ute-ewere recently feet, will be laid out In fields ami dif- In iHolit-iiiv nutii' rhnla r Viurrv -fernnl- kind ' of HPAii ' mli-Aa nlfnlfiL.
- '
ieavis while passing over a driveway' onions, lettuce, radishes, tomatoes,
ruxs
part of thu Manti national etc., will be planted In the woll upai
tonal in Utah, and, though sheep wards of two weeks before the opendr.veways are not sirictly part of the ing ot this exposition, so as t give
national forest range, the government the plants time enough to come
has taken steps to prevent further through the soil by the time the
looses to the.sheepmen from this cause
commences. A complete
of the force on the Forests
syntem will be arranged with
wlil
cut-with stockmen In
J ditches and borders as In actual farmting out the thickets of choke cherry! ing. This Is a very unique means of
densely,!
grow
most
bushes where th.y
showing irrigation as It Is practiced
thus allowing the heep to be hurried in the Salt river valley, and It should
through them, and in some case the! prove a splendid advertisement.
driveway will be changed so as to
I
avoid the thickets altogether.
EVERYBODY READS THE
When the shefcp enter this drive-- !
riT?v vv n re
way thty are hungry after a long WE GET THE NEWS FIRST.
j
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the larger part of a day recently frxvrviar Taft was la the lutnds of his tailor.
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Have liivn appoint
ext'lurdve agents In the Knutbwet
for Joa. a.
Sclilits.
Win. p
anil si. Lonls A. U. ('. Breweries: YrshsSoipn.
;re-- i
11.
Mc Ifrayer s rvlar Itrook, Iiuls
Klvrr, W.
T. J
Monarch, and oilier brand of whiskies too numerous lluutr,
to memio.
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ThtOt FOUR.

MALOY'S
Just received a fresh stock of

SHIPPERS

I ABOUT TOWN

TO THE

Attorney Ellsworth Ins-allleft Saturday night on a business trip to Los
s

littwr Vsis lllm to

ANNOUNCEMENT!

PRESIDENT

Sv That

lYeinlit Kales Are Not
Inl Into Effect.

.
Angeles.
W. H. Andrews Is in Santa Fa today
end will return to Albuquerque this

OLIVES

APPEAL

In-(-e-

PICKLES

MALOY'S

ATTENTION

The photograph o studio known for
the past few years as the Moon Studio, and later as the Kemmerer Studio, situated at 313'4 West Central,
and managed for the past six months
by Mr. Wm. R. Walton, of Providence,
ft. I., was purchased yesterday by Mr.
Walton.
All Indebtedness of said studio Incurred prior to this date Is assumed
by Mr. N. L. Kemmerer of this city.
Mr. Kemmerer will also collect accounts due the studio prior to this
date.
During the pat few months the
studio has been completely renovated
and redecorated, and Is now thoroughly equipped and up to date In
every respect.
of
Mr. Walton is a photographer
twelve years' experience, most of
which time was spent In the larger
cities. It will be the policy of the
studio to give to its patrons the very
best that skill and study can accomplish, also the very newest and latest
Ideas In artistic mountings and finishes,
Vlsliors are always welcome and
will be shown courtesy and respect
even to the minutest detail.

Cincinnati, July 27. The Receivers
evening.
and Shippers' association of CincinMeeting of Woodmen circle at 2:80 nati has carried Its war against a gentomorrow afternoon at Odd Fellows' eral increase In railway freight rates
directly to the president of the United
hall.
States. A communication, forwarded
was
as
sworn'
In
Thomas
Morrln
In bottles and in bulk
Saturday
city health officer by Judge Craig this to PresidentBay Roosevelt Instpublic
here
at Oyster
and made
morning.
arks the chief executive whether or
Antonio Maestas. a prominent resi- not he Intends to enforce a decree IsWe carry a fine and complete dent
of the Jemex Springs country, Is sued some years ago against certain
In the city today attending to busiline of
railroads. He Is asked to cause the
ness affairs.
attorney general to bring proceedings
Governor Curry will leave tomor- for contempt at once against the MisLUNCH AND PICNIC
row for a several days' trip through souri Pacific railway and the Chicago,
Quay county on business connected Rock Island and Pacific railroad.
GOODS
Denying that politics had anything
with the Irrigation congress.
United Stales Marshal to do with the let.er at this time, It
Deputy
Is
explained that because of the fact
James Smith returned to the city last
n'ght from a visit to Portales, N. M., that certain general Increases In
freight rates are to become effective
where he went on official business.
prompv
The national guards will return to- August 10 by certain roads,necessary.
morrow morning at 4 o'clock from arid positive action became
PHONE 72
In conclusion, the letter says:
their two weeks' tramp and encamp"This association stands for a
ment at San Antonio, Tex. The boys
nill arrive at Clovls tonight and take square deal for the carriers. It beNOTICE.
lieves that their property rights
slipper there.
Road Tax Now Due.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
protected
same
as
the
be
should
the
Friends In the city have received property rights of individuals. But
d
The law requires every
of we
announcements of the marriage
"any man between the ages of 21 and 60
to
opposed
unalterably
are
Miss Leoiia Cox, formerly of this city, policy of
which has for years to annually pay a road tax of
Tlie Metals.
Benjamin Armstrong, of Queny, its purposethe carriers
Ignoring of our courts $3 or, In lieu of sucn sum, to labor
New Tork, July 21. Lead firm, and
the
Cal. The marriage
took place at and the placing of themselves above on he public road three day9. Sec.
$4.474.D0; lake copper firm-- 12
Queny July 14.
12 lie; silver. 62 He.
the laws of the land. If they expect 3. Chapter 53. Acts of the 37th LegisRegular meeting of Triple Link
the protection of the laws and the lative Assembly.
lodge In . O. O. F. hall Tues- courts, they must show a wholesome
Money Market.
The supervisor of road district No.
3. comprising precincts No. 12 and
New York, July 21. Money on cull day, July 28. Refreshments will be regard for the law and respect the de26, which precincts include the city
easy. Hi 1 ' percent; prime mercan- served. All members are reques;ed crees of the courts."
to be present.
Mrs. N. L. Putnam,
of Albuquerque, accepts the office
tile paper, i 41 4 per cent.
Secretary Pro Tern.
without compensa.ion and Is devoting
tU Iouls Wool.
time and energy to the discharge of
Dr. C. H. Conner of this city and POPULAR COUPLE Will
Ju.y 27. Wool firm; Dr. D. L. Conner of Tucson, Ariz., exSt. Louis.
the duties of the office to the end
territory and western mediums, 15
that proper use be made of the road
pect to leave this evening, accompa18c; fjiie mediums, 10 U 15c; fine, 9 nied by their families, for Klrksvllle,
fund and that we have good roads.
BE
4 1 2c.
The character of roads to be built and
Mo., to attend a meeting of the Nathe ne of work are determined by
tional Osteopathic association, which
(.ruin und
will be held at that place August 1 Marruijrc of J. H. Collister and Mrs, the Good Roads association.
Mr. S. M. Porterfleld Is authorized
Chicago. July 27. Wheat July, to 8.
Lillian Johson Takes liaev at
to receive payment of the road tax,
Sept.. Sittc
A heavy rain fell at the edge of the
CouirrcfrHiiuiuU Church.
Corn July, 76 c; Sept., 75 He
and for the convenience of the public
and
Mountains yesterday afternoon
43c.
will make calls when he can do so
Oats July. 51c; Sept, 42
A party driving
parevening.
In from
Tonight
Congregational
at
the
Porter-fiel- d
Pork July. $15.25; Sept., $15.35.
canyon found a deep aroya sonage Mrs. Lillian Jobsou and J. H. or payment can be made at
Coyote
Sept., $9.22
Lard July.
and Co.'. 216 West Gold avenue.
fifteen miles out of the cl;y so high Collister, a clerk at the Economist
will be strictly enforced.
.hat his horses refused to cross it and and one or the most popular young Tue law W. H. GILLENWATER,
Ribs July, $S.55; Sept., $8.67 ft.
he was compelled to camp on the men of the city, wiU be united In
Supervisor.
inesa all night, arriving here this marriage by Rev. W. J. Marsh, anil
Chicago Livestock.
young
on
couple
morning.
happy
will
leave
the
Chicago, July 27. Cattle Receipts
The rapid Increase In our mulncss
Delegate W. H. Andrews passed the midnight tra'n to spend their Is line to good work and fair treatIt. 0U0; steady to lower; beeves, $4.00 through
In
traveling
honeymoon
Mexico.
Old
the city this morning en
j7.0; Texas steers, $3.70 5.40;
llubbs Laun
1 they will be at ment of our patrons,
western steers, $3.65& 5.80; Blockers rc.u.e to Santa Fe from a visit to the After September
dry.
to
North
305
home
at
friends
their
and feeders, $2.60 w 4.60; cows and eastern part of the territory. Mr.
said that good rains have fall- Edith street. Tho clerks and the ofheifers, $1.75 5. DO; calves, $5.75)
en in the eastern part of the territory fice force of the Economist presented
7.25.
If Cyrus Ben. Holt will answer
steady; within the past few weeks and the the bride and groom with a beautiful
Kheep
16,000;
Receipts
this ad. he will learn something
presentregard.
as
a
their
token
of
westerns, $2.75 4.65; yearlings, $4.50 people feel prosperous, content and
to his financial Interest. Any in- Mrs. Jobson Is well known In the
have Republican Ideas.
formation that will assist us In
6 5.10; western lambs, $4.50 6.60.
society circles of A lbuquerquo and
finding him will be gratefully
J. L. Berkey, representing Kansas has a host of friends in the. Highreceived.
New York Stocks.
City Investors In the Socorro Land lands whose best wishes follow her,
MRS. LUCIXDA HOLT,
New
York, July 27. Following company, owning a large tract of Rio while Mr. Collister has been In the
Howell. Mich.
were closing quotations on the stock Grande valley land in Socorro county. employ of the Economist for a numMRS. JULIA JEROR.
exchange today:
Is spending the day in the city. Mr. ber of years and was one of the most
Bentley. Mich.
73 H Berkey says that the Socorro company highly respected employes
Amalgamated Copper .....
the
of
8614 proposes to build a sugar beet factory store. He will resume
Atchison
position
his
. 92
do. preferred
at Elmendorf, the nearest point on with the Economist Immediately upon
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD.
New York Central.
..10714 the railroad to its land.
their return, from Mexico.
Meet Every Friday Evening
124 Vi
Pennsylvania
friends of the groom
return,
family
of
the
Hughes
Some
and
Thomas
At 8 Sharp.
82 Vs
Southern Pacific
merrlmpnt
made considerable
for
to the city last night from an outpj
FOREST IN ELKS' THEATER.
152
Union Pacific
themselves and considerable trouble
sixty
ing
springs,
miles
at
Jemez
3d. F.
44
United States Steel
northwest of the city. Mr. Hughes for Mr. Collister today by telephoning
E. W. Moore, C. C.
108 Vi
do. preferred
says that a damaging wind and hail- to District Clerk Walker, protesting
D. E. Phillips. Clerk.
storm fell between the James springs the license and forbidding the Issu402 West Lead Ave.
Kansas City livestock.
It.
ance
having
of
defun
After
all
the
Friday,
Inst
pueblo
Jemez
the
and
VISITINO SOVEREIGNS WEL- Kansas City, July 27. Cattle Re stroying
they
was
wanted
they
told
It
the
clerk
dollars'
thousand
several
COME.
ceipts 12.000; steady to lOo lower;
of crops. Corn and wheat were a Joke and that If the couple properly
southern steers, $3.25 15.25 southern worth
lithey
might
behaved
have
their
to
ground,
the
all
the
and
cows, $2.0003.60; stackers and feed- beaten
cense.
ers. $3.00 f0 4.90; bulls, $2.40 4.25; Btreams of the country were swollei.
calves, $3.00 6.00; western steers. out of their banks.
$1.76(1 6.60; western cows, $2.25)
There will be an exceptionally good SEVERAL BUSINESS
ED.
1.90.
moving picture program at the skatHogs Receipts 4,000;
6c lower; ing rink tonight.
subject,
"The
The
bulk of sales, S6.254i6.45; heavy Orphan, or a Mountain Romance, " a
HOUSES TO KMi
$.454i 6.60; packers and butchers, story of the sweet pathos dating back
M.Z5A6.45; lifht. $6.166.40; pigs. In the troublesome days of the sixI5.OO&5.50.
ties. Is very good.
Another subject. CI mil tre hi Location Will Be Made bv
steady "The Miner's Daptghter." a story of
7,000;
Sheep Receipts
Gold Avenue and Second Street
muttons. $3.00fr4.50; lambs, $4,50 4 a westerr! mining camp. Is exceptionMerchants.
Jobbing Promptly Attended to
.30; range wethers, $3.75 4.60; fed ally good: and the comic subject. "He
ewes, $3.25 4.25.
ago
purchase
or
e
Irresist-ablfew
a
The
months
Got Soap In His Eyes," Is an
Phones: Shop 1WI5: Residence 552
.
scream of merriment from start the Brockmeyer Dronertv on Gold av.
enue
TILTS.
between
First and Second streets
READ Al.li
to finish.
Shop Corner Four.h St. and Copper in.
by D. II. BoatrlKht. the dry goods
.r. consignment of beautiful "transwill
merchant,
result In a number of
You Never Know tlie Moment When parencies" have been received by the
ALBUQUERQUE, 1 M,
uslness changes In that ne ghborhood
This Information May Prove of
Sixteenth National Irrigation congress within the next few weeks. Mr. Boat- Infinite Value.
headquarters for exhibition at the fair right proposes to move his store,
congress this fall. Four of the located at the corner of Gold avenue
It is worth considerable to any cltl-se- n and
"transparencies," or beautiful, highly
street, to his newly acof Albuquerque to know how to colored landscape scenes on glass, are and Second
be cured of painful, annoying and now on exhibit In Borders' windows, quired property, which Is at present
Itching piles. Know then that Doan's at Fourth street and Goldavenue. In occupied by Frank Trotter's groceryPY .HIIKI IN?
Ointment Is a positive remedy for all the Commercial club bull. ling. The store.
Compelled to move, Mr. Trotter has
itchiness of the skin, for piles,
congress headquarters
about
have
eased tha store building at 216 Gold
etc. One application
relieves
of these pictures which have avenue, occupied by J. A. Skinner's
an 3 soothes. Read this testimony of thirty
been donated to the congress.
grocery store. Mr. Skinner Is said t"
IU merit:
be looking tor a place to move.
Miss Bessie Chapman of South SevA. M. Whitcomb. living at 325
Boston, Mum., and return. $82.35,
a
N. enth street
The store room vacated by Mr.
cleverly entertained
North Eighth at., Albuquerque,
M., says: "I have nothing to retract number of friends this afternoon at RnntHeht. which has entrances both July 2th to August 3d, final limit
from the statement I gave for Doan's a klmona party. The guests, appear- on Gold avenue and Second street, hns August
lth. Limit can be ex. ended
Ointment some five years ago. What ing In Japanese costume, were enter-tame- d been leased by the 8. T. Vann Drug to September
16th.
I then stated was to the effect that
at cards, the prize for high aod Jewelry company. The newthis preparation had cured me of a score being a handsome silk klmona. lessees of the property will use the
breaking out, which, if not ecsema, The rooms were artistically arranged Sccnd street room for a Jewelry
Chicago and return, $55.65, dally
closely resembled this trouble and and showed an effective decoration of tore anil rent the Gulp avenue room
was confined to a spot about the size Japanese ileMns. Delicious refresh- to Col. D. K. B. Sellers, a light par- until Sept. 30th, final limit Oct. 31st.
of a silver dollar just below one of ments were served. The entertain
tition being used to separate the two
my knees. Off and on for ten years ment w 11 continue during the evening places.
Kansas City and return, $40.65.
It had. annoyed me,
always being and will close with a taffy pull.
Doctor Nacamull will be back from dally until Sept. 30th, final limit Oct.
worse when I was In bed or If I
The principal contract on the Old Europe in September and will be at 31st.
would sit near a fire. I consulted two
of our leading physicians but what Town sewer. i U'liiing from the court ills office In the N. T. Armljo building
they gave me proved of no more avail house to the county Jail, Is now com about September 15, 1908.
St. NrtiU and return, $49.65. dally
than all the different kinds of salves pleted and it will only be a matter of
TOO LATE TO CLAHMFY.
until Sept. 30th, final limit Oct. 31s:.
and ointments that I tried. T had no a few days until the contract fur the
faith In Doan's Ointment expecting balance of the oi k is let. This sew WANTED Good sized burro. Apply
a great deal of
that It would set similarly to the er has been iiiv-n210 S. First street.
Denver and return, $23.70 dally
been more or
other remedies I had used, but I was trouble lit'iy and has
f'pr
a number
of
Sept. 30th, final limit Oct. 30th.
until
surprised to find that the first appli- less of a nuisance
FEE'S GOOD ICE CWEAM AND
years. The new sewer Is of some-wncation stopper the itching and a
WALTON'S
CREAM
SODA.
ICE
larger proportions than the old DRUG
of Its use healed the place
STORE.
Colorado Springs and return. $20.76
which it l
affected. The fact that I can say after ppne and the material--nf
dally
un 11 Sept. 30th, final limit Oct.
this long Interval that there has been built ad 'he workmanship on It are
You on 11 save money on that bill of
no return of the trouble is pretty of the best to be had. making a first limilx-- r It you buy from tlie
Superior tlsu
good reason for my willingness to (lass sewer, ami eliminating another
Lumber and Mill Co.
I oi the city's great trouble-makerconfirm my original statement.
Special summer tourlBt rates to nu.
at all
recommend this preparation
F. Martin, widow of the
times as one that can be relied upon lateMrs.J. J.
AJD merous other points on application.
FEE'S GOOD ICR rriKAM
w no died
In this
Martin,
F.
WALTON'S
SODA
to act as represented."
about a year bko, died at the CE- CREAM
T. E. PURDY, Agent
For sale by all dealers. Price (0c city
JIU'G STORE.
C
Dr.
1.
of
her
troiie
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
New
Heights,
University
last
Lahbt.
Tork, sole agents for the United tiiHht
after a two weeks' Illness
Eta tea
Acute dysentery was the cause of her
name Doan's
the
Remember
Martin was 66 years old
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine WorKt
4t ainl had Mrs.
and take no other.
been a resident of Albuque.r.
It. . HALL,
OTAGE TO JEMEZ LEAVES SU tue thr'eyears. Besides the dsugha
stars,
by
Bafebrt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
PulUjn.
Is
living
survived
she
tor
here
OwU
AT
WEST GOLD EVERY MORNING
Standings.
son. Robert A. Martin, of Durbln, Na
O'CLOCK.
Iroa mu Brass) Csftsp; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings.
tal. Mouth Africa. The funeral will be
from the Immaculate Conception
Ht-Af'f Maehln0ry m Specialty
as
White native bran richest bran
cc rcUrotkl track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
ever sold, $1.75 per hundred. Clean- church Wednesday morning at I:$t
TemLrt
est milling wheat. K. W. Fee, 60i- - o'clock. Interment will be mad a
Santa Barbara cemetery.
04 6. 1st. Phone H.

and

moitoat, Jn.Tr rr. ito.

HUNTERS!
We arc just in receipt of a Carload of Ammunition,'and
are now prepared to fill your orders for

Shot Gun Shells
Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot
SEE OUR ASSORTMENT AND GET OUR PRICES

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
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Carpenter

and Builder
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CRYSTAL
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Director

and

JULY

Private Ambulance
Supt. Falrvlew and
Santa Barbara
Cemeteries

Embalmer

CUTlct Strong Block 2nd

Lady

23 t 29

and

Copper Avenue. Telephones
Office 7S, Residence 106.

Attendant

That Rattling Comedian,
C1IAS. CARItOITON,
"The Man In White."
Just Off the Orpheum,
THE BELLEIX)NTS.
Novelty Acrobats and Hand to Hand
Balancers, Including
Mile. Marie Bellefont,
The Most Perfectly Developed Woman
In the World.

GIVE

US A CHANCE

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our owa
mills located In the best body of
timber in New Mexico.
A large stock
dry sprues
of
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is Just as cheapT
tt will pay you to look Into this

NEW PICTURES THURSDAY AND
MONDAY.

BIO

GRANDE LUMBbH

Phone 8.

Colombo Theater
416 NORTH SECOND
Phone 471
Up-T-

o

Date

I
I

ST

Mo, ii g

Pictures
and Illustrated tot gs.

SHIP OWinER'S

eaaaaeeaeeeeaaaaaaaaeaaaaaaaae
ESTABLISHED U7I.
-L. B. PUTNEY

Carries ths largest and Most Exclusive Stock of 8tapl
the Southwest.

HYPNOTI.T

FARM AND

'

Jenkins Wears

Blue Ribbon

3

x

Orecenes la

FREIGHT WAGONS

II. ROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE.

N.

.

44444444

fE.V SONGS
SUNDAY

?

FLOUR, GRAIN AND JPROVISIONS

AIR SKIP

MATINEE

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

"OLD RELIABLB."

DAUGHTER

SACRIFICE

Why

CO.

1

P. M,

XMOtUsKa4rw4K4sCKK

.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

t;

Our Prices All bargains
Team Harness, all leather. ... $18.

-

ALBUQUERQUE.

NFW MKXIGO

BO

24.00
Team Harness, Concord
Team Harness, Concord heavy. 29.00
Team Harness, double bupiry.
$10.00 to $24 00
Single Surrey Harness 17.00 to 20.00
Single Buggy Harness
8.50 to 20.00
Single Express Harness
13.00 to 28.00
Celebrated Askew Sad4.60 to 40.00
dles
Best prade of leather In all harness
and saddles.
Parts of harness kept In stock.
Unless you trade with us we both
lose money.

ec-se-

4t-

F. H. Strong

Amusements

Re-bek-

THOS. F. KFLEHER
403 West Railroad Avenue

Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

X

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

J0o;soaxooa04

Fh si Rational
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE,

Depository

207 South Fir$t St.

M.

Z50,000

BUILDERS'

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

tor.

Native and Chicago Lunilx-r- . Shi-rPaint Noaa
Building Paper, Plaster, Lime. Cement, Glass, 6aa Doors,

J.

C. BALDRIDCE

.

I
1

4K)aKJeKOSKMSxjaxjK(2a

Up-to-d-

Pioneer Bakery,

TV.

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
DON'T BE DEPRESSED
when your bread Isn't up to your expectations on baking day.
women in town are not worried with
baking bread when they can get such
delicious white and nutritious bread
from Pioneer bakery, as well as rich,
ornamental and fancy cakes, rolls and
pastry.

DEPOSITS

Ft.. Etc

423 South First

mm M

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

I

Suscribe for The Evening Clt'sen
and get the news.

It Is not what you pay for advertl
lng.
PAYS
but what advertising
YOU, that makes It valuable.
Our

rates are lowest for equal service.
The place to
eeaaoned lumber.
Superior Lumber and Mill Oo.'a plant.

ft

UTIBI,

SALE, FEED AND
TItlN&KEH STABLES.

dorses and Males naught eao
euangsd.
BEST TOURMOUT8 IN THB CII
Second aKreet between Central a
Gosper Avenue.

I)

DENTISTS

)

Room 12

N

T. Armijo Bldg

JVj

MOKPAV,

tt$.

IT,

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

eii

SANTA

T

Hotels and Resorts
dve

For Information concerning any of tba ptaca
In thla column and for descriptive lltaratura,
office or writ to tha Advertising
call at Tha
.Manager,
Cltlsen. Alboquarqaa, H. M.
UMd

Ctln
e

FE DEFEATS
THE

SMALL BOYS .HELD

COMPLAINANT HELD;

ON SERIOUS

PA01LLA CLAN

1

Handsomest and best equipped establishment of lta kind In the west, offers
at reasonable rates accommodations which are superior In every respect and
combine the comforts and luxuries of the home. 8an Diego Is noted for Its
on climate the year aro"id. Write for particulars or secure pamphlet at
' The Cltlsen Office.

CHARGE

Superior llac Running on the lart They Are Accused of AbductJmr
Morrow
of tlx- - An4ent t'au-xx- l
.l
Ulrl Iahi
lu Uie Mareliis Pueblo
Friday.
Yentcrduy.
Jose Trujlllo and Louis Bertone, 14
Santa Ke won from the'' Barelas and
years of age, were brought beGrays yesterday by superior base run- fore It
Judge
McClellan this morning to
ning.
The hits were even and Uie answer
charge made by Bartolo
errors were even, but fat base run- Chaves, awho
says that they took his
ning gave the Ancient City bunch the daughter, Lena
Chaves, under 14
winning run. Hidalgo started in to years of age,
to the Vendome hotel
pitch for Uarelas but was hit o free- on
South First street without the
ly in the first three Innings that
parents.
saw fit to send In Weeks, who consent of her
set for 10 o'clock,
took the rubber with two men n butThe hearing was
owing to the large
bases and one out and retired the aide crowdcontinued
present, ss It was feared that
without a score.
the girl would break down in the
Every Inri.ng, however, the visitors presence
continued to get men on buses and boys wereof so many spectators. The
placed In JU yesterday.
dangerously near th scoring place.
have very bad records, accordIt may be said to the credit of Mr. Both
Weeks that ho pitched himself out of ing to a statement presented to the
been
several very bad holes. Pettus, for court by W. C. Heacock, who has prosSanta Fe, was dangerous all through retained by the girl's parents to says,
the game. He went to f.rst every ecute the case. This statement
time to bat, either by hltiing or walk- regarding the Bertone boy, that he
ing, and filched second each time has been in the county jail several
On one
without a slruggie. With Pettus out times for minor offenses.
of the game, and a less dangerous occasion he threatened to kill his stepman in his position behind the bat, father, Appleton by name, and nuSanta Fe and Hareiaa would be of merous times he has thrown stones
equal strength to a toss-uThe big at houses. The statement Is signed
negro will put any team in the south- by the boy's mother and a large numwest off Its feet at the bat or on ber of native people.
The Trujlllo boy Is one of two
bases. Old Cap. McDonald used to
woman
know the kind of a ball that I'tilui small children of a widow
could not connect with, but no catch- working as a domestic at the Craig
er or pitcher
in the New Mexico hotel. No one appeared In the court
brush of today has the combination. on behalf of the boys and Judge McLopez
all Clellan appointed Attorney J. Benson
pitched heady ball
through the game and was able to Newell to defend them.
pull himself out of tight places when
The alleged abduction is said to
occasion demanded until the ninth, have taken place on Friday night of
when the clan of Padlila fell upon lnst week. According to a statement
him for two doubles and two singles, made by Trujlllo. he and the Bar- netting two runs, and came ao near tone boy met Lena Chaves at the Al
tying the score that at one time even va rail o laundry and started to go
money that the score would be tied home with her. She told them that
looked like a good bet.
she did not want to go home, but had
Perea was caught at the plate by a $1 and proposed that they go to the
throw from Parsons in the right field Vendome hotel, which they dl1. The
when a little faster sprinting on his girl paid for the room, according to
part would have t ed the score.
Trujlllo's statement.
The score:
Both ljoys pleaded not guilty to the
llurelas Grays.
charge made against them and a conE
A
Players
H
AU H
PO
tinuance was taken In the hearing
1
7
4
2
2
Perea, c
J until 3 o'clock this afternoon.
4
5
2
4
1
0
Alarld, ss
Hidalog, p. and lb.' 5 0 4 4 2 1
0 0 4
0 0 8AN0 PLAYS CONCERT
5
Salazar, 3 b
Weeks, lb. and p.. 4 0 0 2 0 0
4
1
0
1
0
2
Pena, rf
0
0
4
1
0
1
Xarvlce, cf
TOMORROW EVENING

lur.

Uen-Vei-(H-

AONKW BANt TA MUM, BAN DIEOO, CALIFORNIA

,

IXmrt

RARAOIBC VALLEY BANlTAflUM
and surgical

establishment

like

BATTLE

CREEK SANITARIUM. Absolutely the only sanitarium In Southern
having a cool summer climate every day delightfully sunny.
SAN DIEGO BAT AND THE PACIFIC. Booklet at Cltlsen
r by writing H. W. Lindsay, Manager, National City, Calif.

Call-forn-

la

OVER-LrOOKIN- O

LOMA IJN'D.V

Lome Linda, or Hill Beautiful, Is
nia's most beautifully located aanltar
f Loa Angeles, on main line of the S
treatment are carefully administered
ber. Send for Booklet "C." Loma L

office

SANITARIUM.

rje name of one of Southern Califorturns, near Redlands, sixty miles east

P. The Battle Creek methods of
Summer prices from June to OctoInda Sanitarium, Lout Linda, Calif.

BIMIM HOT SPRINGS HOTEL, Loe Angelc. Tlie moat curative treat
ment for rheumatism. Beautiful scenery, cool ocean breeae. Hot Spring
water In every room, no noise, no dust, no tlixt. Street car to door. Pmmphleta
at Cltlsen office or by writing Dr. G. V. Tape. Medical Supt.

STONEHOTEL

ami HOT SPRINGS
ORIGINAL

BATH HOUSES
'r

--

7...

,ii,n
J. OTK1W), Pms).
;

Mto,,

A.

.. i.

Stage lino from fiernnlillo
to Jemez Hoi (Springs in
one day. Stage leaves Bernalillo Tuesday A Saturday

u.

,

TICKETS SOLD AT
W.

L.

TRIMBLE'S

AN IDEAL SUMMEK AND HEALTH RESORT.

Cliff

dene-on-the-Pcc-

os

.

DEFENDANT

QUICK CLEARANCE ,

FREED

OF OUT-DOO- R
FURNITURE

ttane and Asmcsms
Against TlMine Who Filed
Cliargcs Because They
Wouldn't Keep Quiet.
IMraiilsMcil

IXwt

Because Fred Anaya and his wife,
a case of

who were complainants In
aoMtult with words against

John

Wal-

ters, the baker at the French bakery,
would not be quiet when he told them
to, Judge McClellan this morning dismissed the case against Walters and
assessed the costs against the complainants.
According to the testimony of
Anaya, he and hi wife were attending
a local theater Saturday night when
Walters called him. a "damn Mexican." Mrs. Anaya told the court that
If Walters had said that to her she
his eye and
would have blacked
blooded his nose. Displaying much
emotion, she said that her husband
had been grossly Insulted.
Judge W. C. Heacock, who appear,
ed for Walters, said that he did not
deem the calling of a person a Mexican an Insult, any more than the
calling of a person an American. Mr.
Anaya and Judge Heacock entered ln
to an argument about the status of
Anaya conthe word "Mexican."
tended that he was a Spanish-AmericaIt was when Mrs. Anaya took
the stand and said that if Walters had
called her what he called her husband she would have resented It most
forcibly that the court dismissed the
case.
Anaya remained In the custody of
the police while his wife went to seek
a bond for an appeal of the case.

Pa-dll- la

A well equipped medical

mm

tJkam

p.

T'HE

balance of our stock ol
Porch and Lawn Furniture Rockers, Chairs, Settees,
in Old Hickory, Arts and Crafts,
Bentwood and Willow, will be
sold this week at the Greatest
Bargain Trices yet.
Furnish your porch and
high-grad-

Cam. and See Our Line

ALBERT FABER J?g g- -,

n.

FORMER INSANE

ROOMS 4 AND 5 HARNETT DLDO.
LODGING

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

9 to

Hours

1 1

2 to 5 P, M.

A. M.

7 to 8 P. M.

1079.

TELEPHONE

Wan Reloaded Recently From
Asylum and Sent to Albuquerque on His) Way to Grunt
County.

K3OfKJ00000000K

Located among pine-cla- d
mllea from Rowe
hills on the Pecos river, 1
tatlon on the main line of the A. T. & S. F.
Good hunting and fishing De Bla-ss4
1
0
0
0 1
if
makes this the most delightful resort in New Mexico.. We meet trains Wed- Uouzules, 2b
1
0
4
2
1
0
nesday and Saturdays. Parties commg on days not stated kindly write me.
Program Arranged For
Sunday
Kate 11.50 per day. 8.00 per week. Meals 60c. Transportation from station
4
39
3 10 27 10
Totals
Postponed on Account of Italn
and
81.00.
Mrs. H. E. Bergmann. Rowe. N. M.
Stinta Fc.
Will Ito Give,, at the lurk.
Tlayers
AU R H PO A E
5
0 1
0 0 7
Stnnton l,b
The rain last night spoiled the usual
J .Vanburg, cf. . . . 4 1 1 2 0 0
evening concert, but the
5
1
0
1 Sunday
Tarr, ss
6 0
1
2
2
4
8
0 Gra jy band intends to keep its promPettus ,c
A. C. Bilicke
John S. Mitchell
0 ise of giving one concert a week and
1
LOS ANGELES
2
0 0 1
. l'ursons,
rf
Lopes, p
4
2
0 1 0
for
0 will pluy the program arranged
4
park
0 0 1 0 0 Sunday night at the Robinson
J. AM ,lf
TWO NEW ILZVATORS
NEW furniture;
3
2
3
4
1
H. Alarld. 2b
1 tomorrow night.
The concert begins
1 at 7:45 and the program Is as follows:
4
1
Howen ,3b
0 2 1
NEW FIRE. PROOFING
NEW PLUMBING
March "American Favorite."
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements made this season for
4
4 10 27
4
36
Totals
Walta
"Return of Luve."
Ccsv85.ter.co, Cccifart, and Safety.
Saxophone solo A'- - aielody.
Mr.
.Score by innings:4 King Stacy.
3 10
100 000 002
H.irlea
New Mexico
4
110 100 100
4 10
Santa Fe
Fantasia Hungarian.
Two base hits. Hidalgo.
(Intermission of ten minutes.)
Hit oy
Elecitric Cars to acd. frcm Railway leots, also Ileach and Mountain
pitched ball, Perea. Struck out, by
Traumerel.
step at Our deer Tht HcUtnbtck Hotel lata is More Wpular '1 ban Ever
1 ntermezzo
Hidalgo 1, by Weeks 6, by Lopes 6.
Solo.
Hases on balls, off Hidalgo 2, off
Waltz "La Serenata."
Weeks 2. Stolen bases, Stanton. PetSelection from "The Red Mill" (by
REPORT
tus 2, H. Alarld, Bowen, Weeks, request).
Perea. Passed balls, Perea 2. Time
Spangled Banner."
"Star
of samp, 2 hours and 15 minutes. UmMAKCELLUS C. GRADY.
pire, Snapper Hale.
Steady luumiHo In All Lines of
PATRONIZE
YOU SHOULD
THE
by the
Is
AT
NEW
PICTURES
BELEN SLUGGERS DEFEAT
New York. July 27. That there is
a gradual, steady increase in progress
CRYSTAL
CARTHAGE
HIGHLANDERS
T01HT
Of New Mexico and Arizona
in all lines of business was the opinion expressed by the presidents of the
various subsidiary companies of the
y It is a home industry.
moving
pictures
new
Two
reels of
lleekwitli Wuh Too Klusive and the
United States Steel corporation at a
b
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to prosong
will
new
tx.
Illustrated
und
Scot is Couldn't Hit Hi" Curve.
meeting here, according to a state- together
given
Crystal
today,
the
at
mote local enterprises.
merit given out by President W. E.
H li n. N. M., July 27.
(Spoclul).
coined'blackface
with Carrolton, the
Corey of the parent company after
It wroe more business the first year than was expected.
The Helen sluggers met and con- an, and the Hellefonts, European nov the meeting.
d
quered the mighty Scots of Carthage city acrobats and
balIt has paid all of its obligations.
Corey said the reports of the steel
on the former's field yesterday, makancers. Some of the very latest com- men present were uniformly favoraIt is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
ing the victory amply secure by a score ic subjects out are promised and a
said that about 06 per cent
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of of 12 to 4. The Scots Tell on Beck-wlth- new Edison feature subject will be ble. Hefinishing
capacity of the varithe
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.
fhoots in the initial Inning for tne mainstay of the picture part, of It. of
controlled by the United
four hits, resulting in as many runs, .Mile. Marie Bclletfont, the little strong ous plants
corporation were now in
but after the first scrimmage
the woman who performs this week, is States Steeland that additional capaciJ. H. O'Rielly,
Joshua S. Raynolds,
twlrler for the railroad metropolis the wonder of a lifetime. She holds operation
be put In operation as conSec'y and Gen. Mgr.
President.
settled down and was invincible for a heavy man s weight upon her head ty wouldwarrant.
the remaining eight Inniiiga.
Crow several times during the course of the ditions
was on the firing line, fur Carthage Belief outs' extraordinary act. EveryBOX
and was hit hard and frequently. A one should take this In by Wedncs-da- y MISTOOK I.KTTKIl
A UAHUAUK C.W
large and
crowd witlight, as It is the only novelty
Dropping mail In the garbage cans
nessed the game. The score:
act of an acrobatic nature appearing Is becoming quito a frequent mistake
12 among the bookings for some time to
334 002 00
Belen
in this city. This morning passersby
Carthage
4 come.
400 000 000
noticed two natives standing by one
Summary:
4,
Carthago
Hits,
Helen
PLUMBING. HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING
of the large tin mall boxes which are
II; bases on balls, off Crow 3; hit by
distributed around the city to receive
NEW FILM EVERY NiGHT
pitched ball, Bock with 2, Crow 1; erpackages and newspapers and which
Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
rors, Carthage 11, Helen 4; strikeouts,
were mistaken for garbage cans by
Latest things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures. . . .
Heckwith 3. Crow 11. Umpires, Webtne natives. They were in a very
er and Miller.
Commencing with last night's per- '.l. atcd discussion. They seemed very
an401 West
Ave.
Colombo
Installed
formance the
excited and nervous and upon seeing
other innovation which will increase Chief McMlllln coming down the
CENSOR JUSTIFIED ON
popuof
already
popularity
that
the
street thev hurrledlv aunrouched him
lar theater. Hereafter one new film, fand ;n very broken Engllh one of
containing one set or more of pic- them U'd the ofilcc-- of the law that
"THREE WEEKS" PLAY tures, will be shown every night. By
THE
his irrtner, who Just came to the
this method of one new film every city from the country, had dropped
night, and an entire change three ve:y valuable document by mistake
According to ThNe Wlto Saw tlie Au-ll- times a week, there will be something ! r. i the "garbage can.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
in I'rivato Production, tlie
doing all the time at the Colombo.
"They'll get It all rijl t, said M'l'
I'luy Ih Worse Than I lie IVook.
The show will be practically changed M't in whereupon thj native, thin.
every
last
night.
feature
film
Rex
Cement
The
Glass,
Flintkote
and
garbage man, grew
Lumber,
ing he meant-thRiding
London, July 27. Mrs. Elenor
Daughexcited. The chief assured the two
Glyn save u private performance of night was "The Ship Owner's
ter," and was well worth seeing, "tielf that the mail man and not the garb
her own dramatization of her novel, Sacrifice,"
Albtxqtserqae, New Mexico
First and Marquette
"The Airship," "Why Jen- age collector would get the letter.
Weeks,"
"Three
at the Adelphl the- kins Wears the Blue Ribbon" and
ater here today. Public produc tion of "The
Hypnotist," a.l first class films,
NfricE roit rrnucATiov.
tlie play hus been forbidden here by were also seen at last night's performU. 8.
r;
Mountaln-alMozier,
Arlx.;
R. W. Hunt,
the censor. In the opinion of those ance. The entire change of program, Depar.ment of the Interior,
HOTEL A1UUVALS.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Bort Wallets, Prescott. Arlx.; Al- present at today's performance the pictures and illustrated songs, will be
July 8, 1808.
bert F. Vohs, Bernalillo; Harry Vohs, censor was Justified In putting his ban made Tuesday night.
Grand Central.
Notice Is hereby given that Robert
L. on It on account of its queerness from
Roawell;
C.
Bernalillo:
U
Ballard.
Kerney.
Vegas;
L.
L. Maxwell, Las
Thompson, of Casa Blanca, N. M
Trowbridge, Roawell; J. W. Bailey, a moral standpoint and Its bad taste.
Denver; John H. Vaughn, East Las Lawrence, Kan.; J. J. Jaffa, wife and The
It Can't Be neat.
who, on June 19th, ltOI, i..ad Horns,
Is not even interesting, the
play
Vegas;
Toungsten,
Las
Vegas: A. F.
The best of all teachers Is experi- stead Application, No. 7644 (serial
son, Roswell.
say.
critics
M.
LarragolteJ
n. Martlnex, Santa Fe;
ence.
C. M. Harden Of Silver City, number 0179). for NW14 NWH. 8H
Mrs. Glyn herself played the prinAlTarado,
Santa Fe; s. A. iiorton, jiousion,
North Carolina, says: "I find Elec- N'W'4 and NEH 8WU, 8eetlon 14,
cipal
given
reason
role,
the
her
for
R.
H.
M.
W.
J.
New
W.
Jaffa.
York:
Jaf
Texas; Misses Pon, Santa Fe;
tric Bitters dona all that's claimed Township 8 N., Range
N. M. P.
Hanna, San Marclal; Charles Hanna, fa, New York; Miss Peekman, Santa doing so being that she was unable for It. For stomach, liver and kidney Meridian, has filed notice W..
of
Intention
fully
to
capable
disoover
actress
an
of
George
te;
Louis,
Beuckmann. 6t.
San Marclal.
it can't be beat. I have tried to make Final Five-yeProof, to
For an ama- troubles
Mo.; E. Franklin, Kansas City, Mo.; portraying this part.
Cralge,
It and find it a most excellent medi- establish claim to the land above
W. F. Hogan, Dolores, N. M. William teur she did well.
Is
right:
Mr.
cine."
Harden
lt'a
tat
Georgetown,
wife,
L.
J.
Poole and
George H. Pradt,
described,
Mrs. Glyn has written a prologue
Archer, Topeka. Kan.; J. O. Best,
21
best of all medicines also for weak- U. S. Court before
Paso; Kansas
Texas: T. H. Hewlspath,
Commissioner, at Laguna,
City, Mo.;
M. Levin, Kan- for the play, which Is even more exMrs. Mary Mauler, Pialnvlew, Texas; sas City, Mo.; J. D.J.Puree), Chicago; plicit and unpleasant than her book. ness, lame back and all run down N. M.. on the t4th day of August.
Best too for chills and 1908.
Thomas Owens, Thoreau, N. M-- ; A. A. C. M. Stockham, Topeka, Kan.
Site has arranged for the production conditions.
Goln, Jacksboro, Ark.; D. A. Kimbrel,
of the play In the I'nited States, and malaria. Sold under guarantee by all
Savoy.
Claimant names as witnesses: R.
Ellda, N. M.; E. W. L. Bayard, DenC. H. Vaughn and wife, Clovls; Mrs. the performance was in the nature of dealers. 60c
Q. Marmon, of Laguna, N. M.J Louis
ver.
a
E. Smith, Vaughn.
rehearsal. The house wa
Our shirt and collar work Is per Kowunl, of Casa Blanca, N. M.; Oorl-bi- o
Bturgea.
crowded with thoe she Invited .
Kowunl, of Ossa Blanca. N, M.;
feet.
Our "DOMlSiTIC FINISH is
"8 JERSEY
E. C. Schmltt, St. Joseph, Mo.; A.
IiOfI0.
of Paguata,
We lead others Levantonto Sarrallno,
proper
thing.
the
FARM
Menlch. Sr., Las Vegas; J. 11. Me.
N. M.
Place an ad. In The Citizen and follow.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Cutchsn, Mexico; Mrs. W. F. Grounds,
FOR PURE ICE CREAM.
watoti it work for you.
Register.
IMrEKLiL LATJXMIY CO.
li .i .
I--

DR. CHAS. A. FRANK
Physician and Surgeon

William Ferris, who says that his
home is iu Grant county, New Mexico,
and that he was released a few days
ago from the asylum at Las Vegas,
where he was sentenced for insanity
by Judge Frank W. I'arker, appealed
to the police last night for a place to
sleep, and was given a bunk In the'
city Jail. When released this morning Ferris said that he had no money
but he thought that he had friends In
the city who would help him. He said
that when released from the asylum
h was given a ticket to Albuquerque
and had seventy cents. He said that
he was a miner by occupation but waa
a pretty fair carpenter and hoped to
get work If he couldn't continue
journey homeward.
Ferris appeared to be about 66
years of age. His clothes were slight- ly worn but neat and clean. He
talked freely of the action of the
court In sending him to the asylum,
and said that though he was a little
weak now he would soon be strong
und able to do hard work.

i,

1 04090fK)SOCOSOOOtOaOAC10SOfl

PATIENT

GIVEN NIGHT'S
He

attractive'y and comfort-

lawn

e
ably with
furniture
with prices less than usual prices
of inferior makes.

50c

50c

50c

FOR ONE MONTH

Courtney

CLAIRVOYANT-'DcWi- tt
T.
The moat eminent, accurate and reliable Trance Clalrroyant hi the
world has permanently located In yoiir cltj, and If you are In doabt or
trouble) call and see him. He gives advice upon all affairs of Mf
love. Law, Marriage, Divorce, Mining, Ileal Folate and change of all
kinds. One visit will convince you of the powers of thin wonderful
man, ami that you can obtain happiness, contentment and success
through following his advice. 80.1
rentml
Kooins 5 and B
Hours, to 11 a. m., S to 8 p. m. Phone 149.
Av-nii-

.
,

hi'

.......

Headquarters for

lle-so-

steel

REASONS WHY

.

'

Phone
1)$

No. 74.
Goods

mi mi

tRG

HunI-uch-

Muii-ager-

Delivered

Peerless Iceland Freezer

h

a,

Occidental Life Insurance Co.

"Makes the best grade of

Ice Cream

in the least amount

of time."

SIZES FROM 1 QUART
TO 12 QUARTS

,

I

REFRIGERATORS

hund-to-han-

'g

.

H. COX, The

Phone 1020

I

Tongs, Ice Picks, Ice Chisels,
Refrigerator Pans, Lemon SqueezIce

ers, Ice Cream Dishers, etc.,i etc.
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Plumber
Central

Albuquerque Lumber Co
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RA ABE & M AUGER
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7 N. FIRST ST.

Bargains!
Bargains!

4

ST.

CASH

nit

v

BUYERS' UNION

www

VINCENT

BOARDING AND

These light payday It will pay you

to look for bargains, and right here
is where you will find the biggest
bargains hundreds of them.
15c
tBo sun bonnets
89o
shirt waists
ll.lt
60c girls' dresses.
'. .11.89
$1.75 men's shoes
81.25
83.00 ladles' oxfords
4 large boxes matches
9c
9c
Loose raisins, lb
,10c
Large cans tomatoes
And hundreds of other bargains at

w
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ACADEMY
DAY SCHOOL

For Voting Ludies and Misses.
In Charge of the

t

SISTERS
Corner 6

1

ti

OF

CHARITY

St. and New York Are

For Particulars,

Address

SlHTEU Bl'PKKIOK.

Kii Gramle Valley Land

On.

122 Ntrtb Sioaad
WU. DOLDE, Prop.

JOHN BORRADAILE

HOTEL DENVER

Ileal Estate and Investments
Colleect Itenu of City Realty
Office, Corner Third and Gold Av.
Phone 545
Albuquerque, N. M

4)
Corner Second and Coal.
Best $1.60 per day bouse la 0
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month, American plan. Aoootnuiooauons lip t"t. come.

A
- 4)

i(M Wmsi

Railroad 4voo

Don't Forget The
ILBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

IKi you know that we onerarj
SO THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
When In need of snail, door, frame,
maiiiiiii's lit our plant every day r
specialty. 400
etc Screen work
Tliat's why we can make and st-window frames for brick at 91.80; Sooth Fin street. Telephone 401.
screen doom at 81.00; porch swings
at IS.Ot). Superior Planning Mill
It Is not what you pay for advertising, but what advertising PATS
Our work la RIGHT it every deGU, that makes it valuable.
Our
partment. IlubUl Laundry Co.
rates are lowest lor equal servloa.

VsYGR SIX.

LABOR PARTY

$

SNAP!

NEWS

GENERAL

HAS GAINED IN

OFTERRITORIAL

ENGLAND

TOWNS

C?.E3P
mwmm

t

London. July 27. OfT.clal Britain
la In a uunicky condition. The o (Ti
the vote In the Miners'"
dal count ofupon
the question of Its
Federation
fcalf million members art, Hating with
the Labor party has Just bren
an shows an afTrniative majority of 45.000.
Heretofore the miners have acted
mlth the Liberal party, and the vote
means tha their thirteen members In
the House of Commons have received
Instructions from their constituents to
rise from the government seats and
crops over to the opposition benches.
All will obey except, perhaps, Mr.
Thomas Burt, who will be compelled
to
to make room for a successor In harmony with the miners'
com-rilrte-

d.

1

new-polic-

While the loss of th.rtcen scats will
b(. severely felt by the Libera! leaders, who have been forced to face

adversities in
during the past fifteen mon'.hs, this
means the
IjvU.er reverse is by no
.The direct
giev.test dlscoursg-'inentand indirect result of the miners' vote
tins been carefully studied and the
Kureniment is astounded to discover
thnt the miners are a power that must
be reckoned with In at least 100 additional constituencies In the United
.Kingdom.
rr
Thus, by one powerful blow, the
fiarty has acquired a position
which from the standpoint of political
sttrategy makes that party the power
txhlnd the throne. The effect upon
the fKilitlcal leaders is already seen
In tne second reading of the old age
pension bill In the House of Lords this
week, although Lord itosenery an.i
other peers stormed at the "socialistic
tendency" of the measure and then
voted for It, because they feared that
the Labor party would Issue the chal
lenge. "Down with the House of
I,ords:" and stampede the country
which Is In a political ferment.
The current is running so strongly
toward the Labor party at present
leading papers are disthat all the "socialist-specter"
in decussing the
Balspairing tones. Both
In
Rosebery.
four and
speeches recently, warned their followers that Conservatives and Liberals would probably be forced to
make common cause to beat back the
rising tide of socialism, and It Is a
ct that iim of the more nervous
Bi.tlsh Investors are seriously discussing the moRt desirable country to
which to transfer their capital in case
the 'Labor party rides into power and
prepares to Introduce Its collectrlvlst
program of land reform and government, ownership of railways, mines,
.

La-bi-

etc

The miners' decision was a sweet
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New-
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MISS MATHILDA TOWN.SKND.

For the last two years

In

New Turk, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan
take no other.

choice of advertising mediums. In every city is the clever solicitor for
programs, calendars, handbills, and all sorts of schemes in which your ad
may look pretty, but where it is not read, and consequently b 'ngs no
returns. When you buy newspaper space you are sure that your advertise
ment will go into the homes of the subscribers and will be read by them
and, if you have what they want, they will come to your store and buy
The same good judgment should govern in your choice of newspapers.
We maintain that the evening paper is the better medium, because it goes
to the home at a time when the entire family has time to read it and plan
a shopping trip for next dayj

I

Goes into the home in the evening and is read there where the whole fam- ily has a chance to see it. A morning paper is" often carried to the office
by the man of the house, who does not have time to read the ads. but only
skims over the news headings.
We have a large number of letters giving the opinions of big advertisers who use evening papers almost exclusively. We will publish these
letters from day to day. Their views are valuable.

way.

Mathilda Townsend. Evelyn Walsh
and Kntherine Eiklns have been the
wireless g rls of capital societv.
They have made Washington hum.
iienever they got together
the
young gallants knew there was something doing that would strain their
loeketbooks nnd test their wits. Their
names were synonymous for gayety
an . good times. No others seemed
to get so much pure, unadulterated
enjoyment out of life, an through It
all, with the snnpplng of heartHtrtnes
and the blasiing of hopes, they have
gone care free and heart whole.
Thnt was so at least until recently.
And that Is what Is stirring the merri
ment of the love god.
Now, it is altogether probable that
the present season will see the disso
lution of the trio.
Evelyn Walsh la married to Edward
McLean, son of John R. McLean of
Cincinnati and Washington, i Youn
McLean has but recently hurnr out

MISS KATHERINE ELKIN'S.
MISS EVELTN WALSH.

nOTIISCIIIMJ & CO.
Chicago.
"It Is my opinion that the evening
papers are more thoroughly read in
the home and this Is the aim of the
FRED A. SLATER,
advertiser."

hie shingle as a lawyer In WashingX
ton.
Despite the repeated denials of the
engagement. It is virtually
assured
that Katheiine Elklns will become
the bride of the duke of the Abrustzl
within the year.
And Mathilda Townsend, who still
holds sway as Washington's greatest
'ieauty. Is planning to entertain the
luke d'Alba of Spain at her mother's
cottage at Bar Harbor, where she Is
spending the summer. Their engagement has nlso been reported and denied, but hie forthcoming visit is accepted by society as conclusive evidence that the duke is In earnest.
To lose the three most charming
shirs in the social firmament at one
swoop Is almost breath taking. There
nre those who ay it is even tragic.

1

Adv. Mgr.

ARIZONA

Cleveland.
"Evening by all means. E ghty
per cent of department store customers are women. They read th evening papers."
J. 8. M'CARRENS. Adv. Mgr.
Cincinnati.
"Best, results from evening papers.
The only time I use a morning paper
la Sunday, for Monday's business. Balance of the week the evening papers
do the work to my entire satisfac' W. H. SCHRADER.
tion."
LKASl'ItE BROS.
Erie.
"We consider the evening papers
best by all means, finding by Inquiry
that the people do not have time or
take time In the morning to look a
paper through."
H. T. LE4SURB

The prize cantaloupe of the season, The Mexican government
has
reported from Mesa. It measures ed the Job of subduing
Taqul
the
In
inches
diameter.
.
dians over to , s..nr.
.
einment. but there are those along
Maricopa county Democrats will the Arizona border who believe that
hold primaries for the selection of j If the contract was given to Arizona
delegates to the Prescott convention the Job would be done much more
4.
fectlvely and thoroughly.
(
,

j

of the spring rye and both sample lightning. The other two were from
of oaU Bhow excellent growths, the transient tuberculosis patients.
rye being over five leet high. Perhaps the healthiest specimen In the
The grand lodges of the Masons
bunch Ui that of the spring wheat, in the territory will meet at Prescott
which shows a very uniform growth, November 10 and the assembly will
very heuvy. with beads all Of a ize, probably be the largest In the history
twice or thrice aa large as the com
of the organization, as a new temple,
mon eastern wheat, and containing now under construction. Is to be dedi-

Take a Vacation.
Now is the time to take a vacation,
et out Into the woods, fields and
mountains and visit the seashore, but
do not forget to take a bottle of
Chamberlain' Colic. Cholera and
Remedy along with you. It Tent.v-11v- e
Cent Is the Prtre 4
.
n Peace.
la almost certain to be needed and
The terrible Itching and smarting.
cannot be obtained on railroad trains
of a Incident to certain skin diseases, ir
or steamships. It Is too much on
a almost Instantly allayed by applying
rtak (or anyone to leave home
journey without It-- For ale by all Chamberlain's Salve. Price, Hi cent.
For sale 'by all druggists.

cated.

Some rude workmen who were digging down a mound near Mesa to get

j

h,orM
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ALL

FARM

CO.

D

New York City.
"We consider the evening paper the
best medium for department stors
advertising."
A. B. PECK.
Adv. Mgr.

THE BENNETT CO.
Omaha.
"The evening paper Is best! Sure!"
WM. KLUNE, JR.. Adv. Mgr.
CALLENDER, M'AUSLAN

&

CO.

TROUP

Providence.

"We consider the evening paper
better as a general thing, for it
usually the home paper."
1

WM. C. ELLIOT, Adv. Mgr.

WM. HENGERER

CO.

Buffalo.
"We do most of our advertising In
the evening papers."
DB F. PORTER, Adv. Mgr.

Genuine American Block
$6.50 per Ton
Handscreened Cerrillos Lump
$6.50 per ton -

KINDS

MACHINERY

"nd the 8V"
been force'l t0 rals
6 a,rmy

QuMlltyZsnd

Mrs. ,D. K. Wardwell, the w ife of
a former Arizona legislator, has been
ordered deported from her home In
California to the leper colony In
Hawaii. It Is not known how she

WRITE

FCR

CATU1EUE

AND WHOLESALE

PR! ES

rs

makes claim to being the
works Improvements,
building a
larger reservoir and Increasing the
number and capacity of the mains.
In addition to better service for water
consumers the new system has aided
the town ma.erially in securing lower
Insurance, a cut of 10 to 20 per cent
In rates being announced by the companies doing business In the territory.

BUN

Quantity

V

rfvj)
J)

J. Kodber

J)

HICKORY
WAGONS

North
reet

"FOR

SORES AND ULCERS

TUK NEW REUTOlt OF TRINITY.

Sores and Ulcers are indications of impure blood. They show that the
circulation has become infected with genus and poisons, which are being
constantly discharged into the onen place to irritate the delicate nervts
tissues and surrouiuhno; flesh and keep the sore in a state of inflammation
and disease. Whether these impurities in the blood are the result of some
debilitating sickness, an old taint from a former disease, or whether it is
hereditary bad blood, there is but one way to cure sorts and ulcers, and that
is to purify the blood. Washes, salves, lotions, etc., are often beneficial
because of their cleansing, antiseptic effects, but nothing applied to the
surface can reach the blood, where the real cause is, and theiefore cannot
cure. S. S. S. is the remedy for sores and ulcers of every kind. It gets down
to the very bottom of the trouble and removes every trace of impurity or
poison, and makes a lasting cure. S. S. S. changes the quality of the circulation so that instead of feeding the diseased p.irts with impurities, it
nourishes and heals the irritated, inflamed flesh and causes the ulcer to
fill in with healthy tissue by supplying it with pure, rich blood. li,M)k
on Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice desired sent free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CA.

The appointment of a new rector to
that chief historical landmark in New

CASH ONLY"

P.MATTEUCCI
MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND
CHILDREN'S SHOES...
Flas) KepsOrtac A Specialty.
103 NORTH FIRST STRICT
THORNTON

HEALS

r

tL.

W. II, HAHN & CO.

& Co.

Two men near Wlckenburg spread
tnelr clothing out on the bank of the

Cuaraafid

WOOD
TKIJEPHON'K

contracted the disease. Her husband
represented Cochise county In the
territorial legislature in the early
days and
remember him
and his wife.
Globe

JWfi

the tank he found his erstwhile comdirt dith which to built up streets
panion had departed, Hiking .ill tii
uncovered the skeletons of a prehis- historic Hassayampa the other day clothes In sight. As there
73
w;is
toric people, believed to have been and went in fur a cool dip. One soon in the clothes
belonged to hlrn,
Toltecs.
It Is supposed the mound go; tired spla.hlnjr about und wlth-ilrt- the bather left that
was
naturally
was the site of a temple or a prebut the other stayed in a lit- peevish, but he behind
to wait until the
historic graveyard.
tle w hile longer. When ha did reach friendly shades had
of nlirht rlotho.i hi.
... lii.r.tra
iranlv form
- . ... vj .h
..if give
wuuiu
chase, and by that time i ii p ab- seonder was miles tiway and atill
,

SIMPSON-CRAWFOR-

lt efltorU to obtaln

arn,y the
'7 theconsideration
the
"er
"rrnme"t1
of raising Its own anl- It is said
"huca in the
TJ
f0" portage
supply

TJ"

Adv. Mgr.

THE FAIR"

HAPPENINGS

BuoU'
i'e,

JOS. HOME CO,
Pittsburg.
"In cae of special sales to maLe
them effective, the news must be published In large - space the afternoon
before."
GEORGE HAMMOND,

T1IE BAILEY CO.

Adv. Mgr.

111

Buffalo,

v

their mer

ry, artless and wholly harmless

s

Co.,

i

j

n,

Foster-Mllbur- n

t

Next to having goods of merit to sell is the importance of letting the
public know that you have them. Here is where careful thought should
enter into the proposition. Much money is wasted by the thoughtless

the

the count being from one of the larger heads, 35 grains.
The Mortgage Lifter oats have the
healthiest stand and from appearances fully Justify tha rame. There
are 87 separate gra'i's on one of the
larger stalk and the heads are uniform In s'ze. Golden Fleece oata show
about 85 grains In the larger heads
and the tops are not as compact as In'
the Mortgage Lifter. Spring rye av-- 1
erageg 80 grains among the fully developed heads, while Telli barley ran
51 to a large head, Egyptian barley
4
grains and Black Smyrna 12. This!
U a low growing,
uniformed sized
grain, very black in appearance, al- mougn me coior is natural and tne
grains are clean and full.
The Egyptian barley is of a variety
that la grown without irrigation in
the arid Egyptian plains. Mr. Snow
has. however, irrigated nia. The black
barley Is stated ty the department of
agriculture to be of a, particularly
choice and valuable xarlety. Mr. Snow
ha planted about 100 experimental
crops, and not only got all the seed
ho could from Washington, but wrote
direct to Egypt, India and other countries for special varieties.

' 1

Mr. Business Man

Washington. July 27. The Utile
love god, Cupid, is laughing in great
glee. He is engineering a coud that
will leave In Its wake a choice collection of badly lacerated hearts.

Mexico,

have encouraged

it

The Albuquerque Citizen

July 27.
t;. w. Harrison, of Kiowa,
(Npevlal)
Okla., has accepted the position of
cashier of the First National bank of
tliia place, vice J. C. Farley, resigned.
S. M. Howell, of Dalhart. Texas, has
purchased the extensive stock of general merchandise and hardware owned by theiirm of Knight & Searcy.
A large tract of land owned by Howell was a part of the purchase price.
The stock of goods was valued at
about SS5.000. Mr. Howell has as
sumed charge of the store.
A telephone line Is In process of
construction between Nara Visa and
Amlstad. The line w ill prove of great
convenience to the trading public.
Mr. and Mrs. William Christian are
visiting relative at. Temple, Michigan.
They expect to be absent until the first
of September.
(1. C. Sikes and H. Fort have formed a partnership and will manage a
transfer and hack line business.
R. S. Q. Gore and family have
moved to Chlco, Texas, where .Mr.
Gore will go Into business.
Charles Pratt, a business man of
Herrlngton, Kansas, has bought the
M. W. Sullivan bakery and confection
ery and will manage the business
Nara

10.

t

i

SMALL GRAIN GROWS
sia.
"If King Edward lives another decide he will have the distinction of
Pima county claims the
IN RIO GRANDE VALLEY cumber.
V,! ?n
being known In history as the last
It measures
British monarch," said Victor Gray-ol.ngth and will be exhibited at the
the young Socialist member, who La CruifM
fair this fall.
Funner
Suinplcs of
recently swept Colue valley In a
1 rtw U
l towing
Kl l'u.--,
"ThlB Is an industrial naArizona national guards will assem- hut tun 1K llunc
Tluit
ble for the annual summer encamp- tion and we expect to establish an InCommunity.
his
king
and
republic.
The
dustrial
ment during August and plans are be- class will be furnished opportunities
the biggest and
Statements that have been made in ing made to have
i
to perform useful work Instead of be- the past that small grain can't
be
ing supported by industrialists."
profitably raised in the Rio Grande
The mayors of many Ar'zona tow ns
vailey are refuted .y th showing on
ALL WRONG.
the farm of Oscar Snow near Las nre apolntlng delegates to the SixCrucea.
In order that anyone inter- teenth National Irrigation Congress,
The Mistake la Made by Many Albu. ested may see and Judge for himself, live from each town, which will swell
querque dliiena.
Mr. Snow, has sent to the El Paso the attendance at Albuquerque's big
of commerce some seven event
Hon't mistake the cause of back- chamber
different sample of barley, 'wheat,
ache.
Glabe makes claim to being the
imts and rye, now growing on his
To be cured you must know the
healthiest place on earth. During
farm.
cause.
The samples show & splendid stand July there have been five dealhs, two
It La wrong to Imagine relief l cure. with
large full heads. The sample of them suicides and one caused by

cents.

.

-

Ignored because they protested against
the king s visit to the czar of Rus-

"Backache ! kidney ache.
You must cure the kidneys.
An Albuquerque resident tell you
tiow.
J. W. Weir, living at 719 Eleventh
street. Albuquerque. N. M., says: "I
had trouble with my back off and
m for a long time. For two yeara I
could not straighten after stooping
without help. As long as I would re
main In an erect position I expert
enced no difficulty of any kind, but
the least strain or tension brought
onto the muacles of the loin caused
ms to suffer aeverely. I tried dif
ferent remedies, but no relief of any
kind was obtained until about two
years ago I chanced to learn of Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured a box and De
can using them. The result was a
complete end permanent cure and
one which has lasted up to the pres
ent time. I feel more than Justified
In voichlng ,for the value of Doan's
Kidney Pills and on Innumerable occasions I have strongly advised tnelr
use to those aufrertng with backache
or kidney trouble."
For tale by all dealers. Price SO

....
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mid-summ- er

I;

.

21,

Let us present a few facts on the subject
of advertising for your consideration
ii" mill

4

planting and
morsel for J. Keir Hardle and other farmers to
leaders of the Labor party who were extensive preparations for the fall
While the ralna were a little
smubbed by King Edward a few days work.
m.go when Invitations to attend the late for wheat, the corn and potatoes
annual royal garden party were sent are doing well. A considerable quanout to all party leaders intentionally tity of buckwheat Is being sown.

-

lr- -

nm

Roy, N, M., July 27. (Special.
The Presbytery of San a Fe of the
Presbyterian church in New Mexico
has called Hev. J. Si. Itussvll to become
its traveling missionary for this sec
tion of the country with his residence
.Mr. Russell vis ta the new
here.
towns on the Dawson railway and al
so as fur as Moiitoya and Cuervo on
llie Kl I'aso Southw esti ru railway.
The growing population of this part
of .ioiu county Is shown by the fact
Unit a division of the Uoy school dis
trict lius been obligatory. The Mestene district lying went of Roy was
created from the western part of
Uoy district, Ricardo Marlines, the
county superintendent reports a remarkable growth in the school popu
lation of the county.
W. K. strtcklin Is traveling on business through Texas and Illinois points.
He will be absent ix months.
An evidence of the well to do character of the residents of thin section
and in fact the whole of eastern New
Mexico is shown by the tact that most
of the homesteaders
commute on
Very few wait to get
their claims.
title by a Ave year residence.
The Roy Commercial club la doing
wine active work' advertising the attractions of this part of the county
and the many good openings of Roy
as a business center.
F. A. Roy U
president of the club and Jacob Floer-shiesecretary.
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MONDAY,

em st girls

It Is the Real Power Behind Interesting Notes From the
Busy Places and New En
the Throne and Threatens
terprlses In New Mexxo.
to Establish Republic
1.

...

ALUrQUERorrp CITIZEN.

THE

CLEANER

dial patriotism of the New World.
J
Dr. Manning is forty-on......O.I
a short, ' ("loan, ano .
slender man, habitually reserved of it right. Ths best In the southwest
manner, with the length of cheek All he asks Is a trial. Clothes cleaned,
an . curve of chin peculiar to men ot repaired and pressed. Just call up
extremely spiritual nature. There Is 20. Works. 7J7 S. Walter.
youth, sympathy, and tenderness In
. .
Hair Dresser and Clilropodlat. . .
in his smile and he is direct and simMrs. Bambini, at her parlors
ple In h.s talk.
He has endeared htm
the Alvarado and next door to
seit to the parishioners of St. Agnes
Chapel on West Ninety-firs- t
cafe. Is prepared to glvs
Street, Sturges
where he has been the rector for five thorough scalp treatment, do
treat corns, bunions and inyears. He declined the opportunity
She gives massags
of becoming the bishop of Harrls-bur- ir growing nails.
treatment and manicuring.
to accept the appointment of asMrs.
sistant rector to Trinity Church.
His Bambini's own preparation of compresent appointment was a logical ex- plexion cream builds up tha skin and
pectation, but when It came, he was Improves the complexion, and Is
She
visibly impressed with its extensive guaranteed not to be injurious.
also prepares hair tonlo that cures
responsibilities.
and prevents dandruff and hair fallDr. Manning graduated from the ing out; restores
life to dead hair;
I'niversity of the South, at Sewanee, removes moles,
warts and superfluous
Tenn., in 18 93; he was ordained to the hair.
For any
of the faca
Protestant Episcopal Church ln 1891. call and consult blemish
Mrs. Bambini.
His first appointment was ln 1892,
when he was made rector of Trinity
Are you looking for something? ReChurch In Kedlands, Cal.
In 1897 member the want columns of The
be was appointed professor of dog- Evening Citizen are for your especial
matic theology of the I'niversity of benefit. It talks to the people and
the South, whence, ln 1I0S, ha came they talk to you.
to Trinity.
He married, in 1895, Miss
Florence Van Antwerp.
Dr. Manreceived a carload of glass. Lotning is the first of his family to hold us Just
quote you prices. Superior Lumber
church office of any kind.
and Mill Co,
e,

op-po- sit

hair-dressin- g,

York, Trinity Churcli, la an event of
more importance to New Yorkers than
appears on the surface of the. fact.
When Dr. MorgUn Llx died recently
he had been the roctor of Trinity for
forty-si- x
years.
Dr. Dix was a New
Yorker, says the August Broadway
11
Magazine.
successor. Dr. William Thomas Manning, is an Englishman, a young man to have charge of
the wealthiest parish In the world.
Significant, perhaps, to the British
point of view is Dr .Manning's desire
to banish h'a English origin in the far
wake of many active years In America.
In a degree, this, perhaps, was
the private sentiment of early English rectors of Trinity
In colonial
days, who were borne along the cor

J
f

V.

r
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MOKE AT, JXJLT IT,

18.

Some
Reasons

MAJOR LEAGUE

American
St. Louis
Chicago
Cleveland
Philadelphia
Boston. .
Washington.
New York

Because The Cltiaen la a
home paper. It la either
deUverad by aarrler M

born or

la

carried

ho ma fry the business)
man when his day'e work
la atone and H STATS
liiMtK. A morning pa.
per la usually carried
down town by the head
of the family and hurriedly read.

I

il04

STAXI).
Won. Lost. P.C.
34
.(18

,..65

Detroit

c

C 1 A. SSIFIED

SCORES
HOW TI1KY

62

37
3$
41
43
48
63

81
46
42
40
33
32

.584
.573
.529
.494
.455
.384
.360

67

Won. Lost. P.C.
63
.$02
35

Pittsburg
Chicago
New York
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Boston
Brooklyn
St. Louis

49
50

85
36

42
46
38
31

38
42
47
52

30

64

,jg3

.681
.625
.623
.447
373
.357

Western Icngiic.
Won. Lost. P.C.

City
Omaha
Lincoln
Denver
Pueblo
Des Moines
Sioux

63

88
38
42

62
49

50
39

.682
.678

N;J

Blg
.419
.367

7

64
67

S3

ahead, tiring the
purchaser time to
plan a shopping tour for
proe-pectl-

ve

tlie next niomlng.

T
advertisers patron-iz- e
The Citizen because
they know their advern and
tisements are
read at tile liomos In the
evening, and If they are
offering something worthy
of attention, their ad has
accomplished Ita mission.
Wise

I
The Citizen lias never
given premiums to subscribers, but Is subscribed
to and paid for on Its
news merits, showing
l hat Its subscribers hare
money with which to buy
what they want from
legitimate
nta.
These are the people
The Citizen Invites to
your store.

mrrchi

z
The Citizen employs a
man whose busliie It Is
to look after your advertising wants, lie will
write your copy if you
wish. If not. he will see
that your ads are "set
up" to look their best
and he will attend to
ttiem from day to day.

E
Are you advertising In
The CttisenT Your competitors are, and are
profiting by it. Do yon
think conservative badness nx'n are spending
money w here tliey are
not gutting results? Get
In the swim and watch
your buslnoai grow.

N
Is the Best

Advertising
Medium
in

Albuquerque

At St.
St. Louis

GAMES.
American League.
R. H. E.

ivOUiS

Washington

.

.S

7

..3

uatterles: Bailey, Howell and
phens; Kelly, Johnson, Warner

10
S;e-an-

0
3
d

Street

ii

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

'aeeaa44

FOR RENT

WANTED

gd

It

At Chicago
n. II. E.
Chicago
j g j
Philadelphia
"1 7 j
Batteries: Walsh and Sullivan; Dy.
Bert and Schreck.
At Detroit
R. II. E.
Box 44.
Detroit
. .6
1
9
.New York
SALESMEN
..2 11 2 FOR SALE One Inverted gasoline
" Batteries:
Mullln and Schmidt;
lamp, 600 candle power, and two WANTED Capable
salesman to covManning, Or;h and Blair.
gallon tank, practically new. 218 H
er New Mexico with staple line.
South Second St.
High
commissions,
1100
with
Western League.
FOR SALE; Fine buckskin driving
monthly advance. Permanent posiAt Omaha
R. H. E.
cheap.
horse, buggy and harness
tion to right man. Jess H. Smith
Omaha. ,
. .6
9
3
X15 South Edith.
Co.. Detroit. Mich.
j j
Pneblo
Crabapples at Foraker's WANTED Live. energetic men tor
Batteries: Rhoades and Oondlng; FOR SALE
pound.
ranch, 2 cents
exclusive territory agency of "InOulgano and MItze.
dex" Kerosene Burner converts
JSecond game
R. II. E. FOR SALE A fine Hardman piano,
good as new, beautiful tone
coal oil into gas gives one hunOinaha
9 10
1
of
possess
an Instrument
to
dred candlepower burns on manPueblo
....2 6 3 chance
tle Instantaneous seller. Write at
unexcelled make at just half what
Batteries Hall and Lebrand'; Owen
pnee.
On exhibit at Whit
It Is worth.
Coast Lighting Company,
and Mltze.
92n Yeeler Way, Seattle.
son's Music Store. 124 South So
At Sioux City
oud street Albuquerque. . 1
R. h. E
First claasail round
Sioux City
j FOR SALE At a bargain, a brand SALESMAN
7
9
hustler to cover unoccupied terriDenver
shotgun, never been
tory selling staple line to retail
6.9 3 . new Stevens
Batteries: Furchner and Shea;
fired. A high grade and thorough
trade.
Technical knowledge unChabeck and McDonough.
ly modern gun.
Inquire at The
necessary.
to right
Permanent
Citizen office.
man. 330.00 weely. Expenses adAt Des Moines
n. H. E.
vanced. Frank R. Jennings, Sales
Des Moines
4 11
2
Manager, Chicago.
PROPERTY
BARGAINS
Lincoln
jo 6 0
INjtCRE
ONE exclusive agent for every town
Batteries: Nelson, Bates and Wei- to take orders for
gart; Dasson and ZInran.
- In 6 and 10 acre tracts, within tw
suits for men and women; f 100
(76
220
city
to
monthly or more easily earned;
limits, at
miles of the
AMERICAX .ASSOCIATION.
acres.
per
1500
acre. Also a ranch of
sample outfit, 250 styles newest
At Louisville: Louiavllle 2; Minnewoolens, in handsome carrying case,
all valley land, at 130 per acre.
apolis 4.
free of cost. Opportunity to estabAt Toledo: Toledo 3; Milwaukee 6.
10 ACRE TRACTS
lish prosperous snd growing busiAt Columbus: Columbus 3; Kansas
per
acre
street,
$50
On
at
Fourth
ness without Investment. Full InCity 4.
Other small tracts at proportional
structions
with every outfit. Apply
prices, Money to loan on approved
today. The Eagle Tailoring Co.,
SATURDAY' GAMES.
security.
Address
Dept. 37.
8
Franklin St.,
Felipe J. Gurule,
American Leacue.
V7est
304
Armljo
Block,
19.
Room
At St. Louis
R. H. E.
SALESMEN AND AGENTS 3 2 $
M
St. Louis
.6 7 3 Central Avenue, Albuquerque. N.
$50.00 per week and over can be
Washington
.2 4 1
made selling New Campaign NovBatteries: Waddell and Spencer; Pueblo
1
elties from now until election. Sells
7 0
Smith and Street.
to stores, county fairs, picnics snd
Batteries: Ragan and Gondingprivate families. Complete line of
Fitzgerald and Mltz.
At Chicago
R. h. E.
samples, charges prepaid, for 60c.
Chicago
12 17
0
R. H. E.
Order today. Chicago Novelty Co.,
At Des Moines
Philadelphia
2
7
7
2 Des Moines
2
0 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Batteries: Altrock. Sulllvan and Lincoln.
0 4
A real genome salesman,
WANTED
Weaver; Plank, Schlitzer and PowBatteries: Wltherup and Weigart
a man who has ability and who will
ers.
Johnson and Hlllman.
work for us as hard and conscien-tousl- y
as he would for himself, to
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
represent us exclusively In Arlsona
Cleveland
. .1
0
and New Mexico. We have a large,
Boston
. .3
9
0
At Indianapolis:
First game. Inwell known and In every way first
Falkeuburg.
Batteries:
Llebhardt dianapolis 8; St. Paul 1. Second
class
line t Calendars,
AdvertisN.
and
Clarke; Young and Crlger.
game, Indianapolis 4; St. Paul 1.
ing Specialties snd Druggists
ls
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee 2; To
Boxes,
and
and our line Is so
At Detroit
R. H. E. ledo 6.
attractive and varied that each and
Detroit
. .5 10
1
At Louisville: Louisville 3; Minne
every business In every town In the
New York
1
. . 3
9
apolis 0.
country, without regard to slse, caa
Batteries: Donovan and Schmidt;
t
Columbus: Columbus 7; Kansas
be successfully solicited. Our goods
Chesbro and Klelnow.
Cl:y 1.
are very attractive, but no more so
than our reasonable prices, and we
National League.
know from the experience of others
Chamberlain's Xille, rhwtera and IN
At New York
H.
who have been and ara now In our
arrhoea Remedy Would Have
Pittsburg
12
employ thst any bright bustling
Saved Him 1 100.00.
New York
7
man who has good average ability
Lelfleld
Batteries:
"In 1902 I had a very severe attaei
and Gibson;
and Is wiling to work can make
Mathewson,
McGlnnity, Bresnahan of diarrhoea,' says R. N. Farrar
with us from 250 to 1110 par week.
anu Needham.
Cat Island, La. "For several weeki
Must be ready to commence work
Or
I was unable to do anything.
at onre. Commissions liberal. Our
Western lrague.
March 18, 1907. I had a similar at
company was organised In 1282. W
At Sioux City
R. II. E. tack, an 1 took Chamberlain's Colic
6 11
1
Sluux City
are capitalised for $200,000.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy waiet
We
3 11
2 gave me prompt relief.
state this simply to show that we
Denver
I consider I
Bnlti-rles- :
are responsible and mean business.
McKay and Shea; Adams oa : h best medicines of Its klas
in the worn, and had I used It hi
If you do. It 111 pay you to write
and Zalusky.
IIOl betters It would have saved an
8les Manager, Merchants Publish.
R.-At Omaha
Ing Co.. Kalamasoo, Mich.
a nanareo aonar doctor's bill." 8ok
Enclose
3
. .0
Omaha
br a", druggists.
this advertisement with your appli
es t ion.

..341

made-to-measu- re

,

212-21-

Chi-cag-

o.

-

La-be-

with ample means and unsurpassed facilities

th e;

or COMMERCE
BANK
OF
L,IJUQUERQDK. N. M.

Extends to Depositors Kvery Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts'

CAPITAL, S150.000
orricmna and oimmcroRB

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W S. STklCKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
Villiam Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldridge,
A. M. Blackwell.
O. E. Cromwell.

Just Eiadl

RIa-h-C

have used Dr. King's New Life
Pills for several years, and find them
Just exactly right," says Mr. A. A.
Felton, of Harrlsvllle. N. T. New Life
Pills relieve without the least discomfort Best remedy for constipation,
billou.ness and malaria.
25o at all
I

dea'er

KILLtheCCUCH

and

CURE

THE

Mm.ti4i

LUNGS

MliMi

fcOUCH3

Ot.l&

Trial Bottls'ffM

THROAT AN 0 1 UNO TROUBLES.

GUARANTKJ20 SATIbFAOXOJt
MONEY

3

8t8f aa ttmaaaaf

H

PHYSICIANS
DR. SOLOMON L, BURTON

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses.
Physician and Barge est.
The Complete
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
nigniand office i 8vtk Wi
SALARIES AND WAREHOSB REstreet, rnone
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200.
Loans are quickly mode and
DBS. BRONSOJf A BROI009
20B W. Gold
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given.
Goods remain In
Have the finest thin, In the oven
HomeopaMhle
PhystcUne
jrour possession.
Our rates are reas
line for a gas or gasoline stove.
geooa. Over Venn's Drug
onable. Call and see us before borCall and let us show 'them to you.
rowing.
Office 2I; Residence lilt.
. . THE IIOrsiIOrLD IXAN CO. . .
PRICE $2.25
y
Steamship tickets to and from all
IXUXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
parts of the world.
DENTISTS
Rooms, 2 and 4. Grant Bldg.
303 A West Rallroadl Ave.
DR. J. E. KRAFT
OoexxxorxirxocxxAJL oaoooooo
PRIVATE OFFICES
FOR RENT 23 room roomOpen Evenings.
Denial Surgery
ing bouse, new and modern
Roome
and S, Barnett
will be ready about Kept 1, D.
Over O'RleUy'a Drag
FOR RENT 9 store rooms,
Appointments mad by
size 25xB0 ft; good location.
Phone
FOR BAIJS Rooming bouse,
AGENTS WANTED To sell guaran28 rooms, doing good business;
teed safety rasor; prlza 60c; big
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. Dt
centrally located; reasons for
profits; every man who shaves buys
selling.
one. Standard Supply Co., 2017
Office hours,
a. m. to 12:2 s as
FOU SALE Modem 8 room
Whitman st., Cincinnati, Ohio.
p. m.
i.ao to
residence, brick, good location,
Apointmenta
WANTED Agents, either sex, earn
made by
on terms or cash; $4,000.
308
$60 to $100 per week selling exWest Central Avenue.
Get a Travelers' Accident and
quisitely embroidered pongee silk
Health
Policy.
Honey
to
Loan.
patterns, dress
patterns,
waist
m. l. scntrrT.
LAWYERS
drawn work waists. National Im219 South Second Street,
porting Co., Desk D, 199 Broadway,
R W. D. Bryan
New Torn.
Attorney at Law
AGENTS wanted for the most rapid
,
selling household
necessity
en
earth. Every woman buys one on MORE BARGAINS IN RANCHES. Office, First National Bank. RolUtssaa,
Albuquerque, X. M.
sight Send 10 cents for sample
and full Information to Sales Manager, 122 Brlnckerhoof Ave , Utlca,
E. V. DOBSOX
Fifteen acres of very good land
New Tork.
andcr Irrigation, four mile ortb
Attorney at Lav
HONEST AGENTS It days credit.
of town, well fenced with barbed
New circular ready. Soaps selling
OfflceT
Cromwell Block,
.
better than ever.
Parker wire and cedar posts; 87BO.OO
Albuquerque, X. M.
Chemical Co., Chicago.
cash.
$1.:: PETr6RTTns:rts classified
IRA M. ItOND
ads. In 81 leading papers In U. 8.
Attorney at Law
8end for list The Dake Advertising Agency. 427 South Main street,
Fifty
acres
Ijiiid rntents. Cop;
reiiHlons,
Irrigated
first
class
Los Angelea
Letter Patents. Trad
land,
tltvoiit.
thro
milt,
Lite
city,
from
your
MARRY
choice. Particular peol
Marks, Claims.
under high stale of cnMvartnn,
pie, everywhere, Introduced withna F Street. X. M., Wu.Hilngton. Bw
fenced with barbed ulre ami iMrgc
out publicity; no fakes; details free.
Address, A. C, box 1838. Los
TIIOS. K. D. MADDISON.
cedar posts; price per acre. S73.0O.
Oal
Attorney at Law
AGENTS
Introduce
SOPASTB
to
factories, railroad shops, sic. ReOffice 117 West Gold Arena
moves greass dirt quickly; Immense
About mo Mcre of. rtrst
class
sales; amaslng profits.
Parker
Irrtgateil land, located four miles
JOHX V. WILSOX
Chemical Co., Chicago.
1
north of town. 50 acres under
Attorney
Law.
at
cultivation (Inoi ytur vu (jImukhI
In wheat), well fenced with four
(Referee in Bankruptcy.)
Office phone 1172. State Nal
wires and cedar post, main ditch
LADY SEWERS Make sanitary belts
Bank Bldg. Albuquerque, N. IAV
runs through ln:i.i. iirle perfect.
at home; materials furnished; $15
per hundred. Particulars stamped
Irlce for tlie wln.le tract, for a
ARCHITECT
envelope.
Dept. 961, Dearborn
short time only
5U0. mis
Specialty Co., Chicago.
Is a snap for somebody.
F. XV. SPENCER

ll.

House Furnishers
Av.

t

Miscellaneous

t4

W.-lte-

a,

J

Female Help

MALE HELP

Architect

hay fever sufferers, I have
found a liquid that cures. If you
want free bottle send six cents In
stamps for postage. Address T.
Gorham, Grand Rapids, Mica. 475
Shepard Bldg.
WANTED Traveling men and aoilct-to- rs
calling on druggists, confection
ers, etc., covering Albuquerque and
surrounding territory and states, to
carry our celebrated line of choco
lates on good commission basis.
Bowes Allegrettl, 36 River St.. Chi
cago.
imisu Hy jobbing house, men to
sell rugs, linoleum, etc., on commis
sion. Men calling upon small trade
preferred.
Comparatively
little
weight or bulk to sample. Care
"Linoleum." room 1201, No. 108
Fulton street, New York.
wAjMifc.u
salesman, experienced In
any line, to sell general trade In
New Mexico. Liberal commissions
with $35 weekly advance. One
salesman earned $1,252.62, his first
two months with us. Ths Contln-entJewelry Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
ASTHMA,

A.

MONTOYA

LOST

A

little forethought

and

It la a very serious matter to ask
for one medicine and have the

wrong one given you. For this
reason we urge you In buvintr
to be careful to get the genuine

B. A. SLET8TKR
Insurance, Real Estate, Nosawa,
Public

may save you

Fire Insurance
Secretary Mutual Building
817 West Central Avenna.

VETERINARY
WILLIAM B ELD EX

'
Veterinary.
Surgery and Dentistry a Bpecaatsay.
403 South Edith Pttooa 4a.
Q

NOTICE.
Notice Is hereby given that a meeting of the stockholders of the
e
Eastern Railway Company,
on September 1, 1808, at I o'clock
p. m.. at the general office of the
company ln the city of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, has been called by the
Board of Directors, for tho nurDose
01 rasing into consideration an agree.
mem or consolidation and merger of
me esania jre central Railway Com
pany ana the Albuquerque Eastern
Railway Company, and taking s vote
vy oanoi. tor tne adoption or relet.
tlon of the same, and for the trans
action of any other business that may
uo uiuugm uejore ine meeting.

The Remedy That Doea.
"Dr. Kings New Discovery la
remedy that does the healing;
promise but fall to perform," as
Mra E. R. Plerson of Auburn Cent
Pa. "It is curing ma of throat
lung trouble of long standing
other treatments relieved only taass
porarlly. New Discovery la doing ansT
so mucn good that I feel 001
Ita continued use for a re
length of time will restore ma e
feet health." This renowned
and cold remedy la sold at all deadsaav
uc ana i.uu. Trial bottle free.

Albu-qucrqu-

An advertisement In The CIO- sen Is an Invitation extended tat
aU our readers.
We Invite a a
large majority of the neonle a
your store.
an

BJ

W. E. HAQAN,

Secretary.

HT

Liver Medicine
The reputation of this old, reliable medicine, for constipation. In
digestion and liver trouble, is firm
ly established, it does not imitate
other medicines. It is better than
others, or It would not be the fa
vorite liver powder, with a larger
iimn au ewers comDinca.

h

SOLD

W

TOWN

Ft

'

i;

Cholera and Diarrhoea remedy at Rooms 12 and 14, CrotnwaO
Albuquerque, X. M. Phone
hand knows this to be a fact. For
sale by all druggists.
A. E. WALKER

FOUND

Very Serious

Pnoatsr

INSURANCE

no end of trouble. Anyone who makes
It a rule to keep Chamberlain's Colic,

FOUND

Stray colt. Pay for ad
Citizen and secure information.
LOST Hulb for automobile
horn
Ri turn to O'Rielly's drug store.
LOST A horse boot between Second
street and Old Town. Return to 601
N. Second.
J. C. Martin.
BEST THE WORLD AFFORDS.
"It gives me unbounded pleasure to
recommend Bucklen's Arnica Salve,"
says J. W. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill, N.
C. "I am convinced It's the best sa!v
the world sfTorUs. It cured a felon on
my thumb, and It never falls to heal
every sore, burn or wound to which
It Is applied.
25c at all drug storea

1221 South Walter.

RerJ Estate and Loans. Notary
Public. SIB W. Gold Ave.

al

w,th

FOB

,,,,,M
Mttt

On

BLACK-DRAUG-

Dr. King'
New OisGcvery

111

Hinmnimmumn
MONEY to LOAN Davis&zearing
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOAN'S

FOR RENT Saddls ponies. Arch F. WANTED Sewing by the day by an
seamstress.
experienced
Address
Wilson, 401 S. Edith. Tel. 1694.
B. D.
Large,
furnished
cool,
FOR RENT
rooms, 612 N. Second St
WANTED Ladies to call and see ear
r.ew styles In millinery at reduced
FOR RENT Nice, large furnrished
g
prices. Crane M lMnery and
rooms. 309 S. Broadway.
Co., corner Fifth and CenFOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms.
tral avenue. Ladles' tailoring and
use of bath, central. 410 East Cendressmaking.
Apprentices wanted.
avenue.
tral
WANTED
Anthracite
coal miners at
FOR RENT 4 room furnished cot
Madrid, New Mexico. Mines worktage, close to shops. S17 Atlantlo
ing full time. Apply to James
avenue. Apply on premises.
Lamb, superintendent.
Large
for
rooms
cool
FOR RENT
WANTED F"6r" U7& Army: Able
reasonable.
housekeeping.
Rent
bodied
men between
unmarried
Cail at rear. 624 W. Central Ave.
ages of IS and 35; citizens of
United States, of good character
FOR SALE
and temperate habits,
who
can
speak, read and write English. For
Information apply to Recruiting Of.
FOR SALE Cheap, 6 Navajo blank
fleer, 203 E. Central Ave., Albuets. Call 1507 S. 2nd St
querque. N. M,
FOR SALE One horse trap, cheap
Apply 305 Santa Fe.
WANTED
foiiurchase a Jersey milk
cow; muNt be gentle,
Good
FOR SALE OR TRADE
sound and
for milk and buiter. State
mountain wagon. 203 East Cenprice, when fresh or will be, and
tral. Inquire at Morgan's.
age. Address S. D. Allen, Cubero,
FOR SALE -- 5 room brick, large lot,
N.
Highlands, $1700. Elder, 9 Armljo
WANTED The Royal Illghlinders
Bldg.
are the "staunchest craft that sails
FOR SALE Household goods of evthe fraternal seas" the "Great Reery description cheap. 200 South
serve Fund society." These ara
Broadway.
times when conservative people are
FOR SALES 25 canary birds. Apply
buying fraternal Insurance. We need
Old Town P. O.
several more men in New Mexico;
FOR SALE: 4 rooms, closet pantry,
will pay excellent salary end libcity water, porches screened, S1050.
eral commissions to those who are
Easy payments like rent Elder,
capable. Need one married man
9 Armljo Bldg.
whose wife can assist him. Write.
SALE
FOR
Best transient and . giving details. E. W. Pearce. State
rooming house In the city. Inquire
Dept., 509 S. High., Albuquerque.
Dress-makin-

National leaguc.

SUNDAY

The Cltiaen la not read
hurriedly, bat thoroughly, bo that all advertiee-amen- ta
receive their share
of attention. It preaenU
the atore news a MtUe

"..TTTTTVtffflftttlf

t4tttiitHt4tAtll

BASEBALL

Why

the

s

ALBUQUETIQUE CITIZEN.

ASSOCIATED
ADVERTISING QVB5
Cf AttERKA CONVENTION
KANSAS CITY

t

Resolved that all orders tor aj
supplies of any and all klnaa at
and for all purposes be made eiat m
on the regular requisition blank s
of the Irrigation Congreaa pre- - m
vlded for that purpose, and said J
requisition must be slrned K an
chairman of the auditing eoca- - A
mlttee, or In his absence by the Ek
acting chairman; that all bill
Incurred
must
be properly saV
vouehered before narment ansl SB
audited at any meeting of the 1- auditing committee,
by
tba M- chairman of said committee, or
In his absence by the actlbg aa
as
chairman.
BIRCH OLD SPITZ, a
Chalrn&am- -

D. MACVHBR30N.
OEOROB1 1RNOT

BO,

gj

sn
as.

e4w4a

T

PACK

ETOTTT.

CITIZEN.

ALBUQUKHQITE

do your

land-rap-

I

Optical Profession
Assures you absolute comfort in Glasses Grouod and Fittod by us
BE6BER OPilUL CO., EXCLUSIVE OtflCIANS
110

Sacrifice Sale of

CHILDREN'S HATS
lc

Untrimmed shapes from
up.
Sailors an J School Hats, 25c, 50c, and 75c.
Trimmed Hats from 75c up.
We

are offering bargains equally as

good in all

v

(

other Millinery.

Miss Lutz
208 South

Get one of our Game Law Cards.
We carry all Popular Brands of ,
Have you seen the njw Remington?

I J. L. BELL CO.

$15.00

er

Lar-ragoit-

!i00OO00O00000O 0CeK0X000y000JC
Palace

FVPR3TT
I I

Cent,al Ave- Albuquerque

Ftr.t5.

S.

THIS WEEK

!

Big Reductions in Price of
FURNISHINGS
You can now buy Underwear, Shirts,
Hosiery and other Furnishings at greatly
reduced prices. It will pay you to call now.

SIMON STERN
The Central Avenue Clothier

GOOD REASONS
GREAT MAJESTIC
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY THE

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

r

--9

n
from New York, sent by
Maliaram to sell all goods possible,
Including slims and clothing, reganl-k'tt- s
of price, as lie to now In New
York and will bring a new and up- fall and winter stock, and
nnnLs room. This la your opportunity
to get goods at your own price, ' 618
West IVntral avenue.

and

COPPER

Imported

and

Domestic

&

Liquor Co.

1HIRD

Groceries

and

Liquors

PATTFDtnM
I I LlAJlll
Wl
11
TKLCPHONK

J.JJAlbuquerque,

and Dressmaking Parlors

N. At.

Cnr T?tfr

rfica

ir

EXTRA SPECIAL!
100 Boys Wash Suits, Sailor and Russian
Blouse Suits, Worth $1.60, $1.75 and $2.00

New Rink

122 5. Second

i

ZJ

..SALE..

119 W. Cold- - r

it

I

iiiniu
nil I
IIIUI1I JUL
Confncing

And

EIGHT

DAYS

iml

For

flgg

MRS. COVERDALE,

Most Popular
Place in Town

Tiimmed and Untrimmed Hats, Flowers, Ostrich
Plumes, Fancy Feathers, Wings, Ribbons, Wire
Frames, md in fact, everything at

v

' ;

'

STOCK

One-Thir-

d

usual prices,

Carriages
Buggies
Light Spring Wagons
X

As we arc crowded for floor space we are making

SPECIAL LOW PRICES

!

We can save y ou money on any style or erade vehicle you want.
Agents for the
uw Rename
i!

nptpp Chntflpr Warfnn
vivi

The Best
Made

juuiuu huuh wagon

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.

New Moving Pictures
THE ORPHAN
THE

MINER'S

HE GOT

SOAP

DAUGATER
IN

HIS EYES

Good Music
OPEN MORNING, AFTERNOON and EVENING

Finest Ice Cream
and Coldest Soda
in the City

To avoid the burden of moving,'

MUST BE REDUCED AT ANY PRICE

WWW ww

FIRST AND TIJERAS

will sell everything at

25 Cents on the Dollar

WW WW WWW WW

We have just received a carload of

0

TONIGHT

REMOVAL

$1.25

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
'

I
:

-

te

CXXXXXXXXXXXOCXXIOCXX

is in full swiDg. Genuine bargains are
being given to the public on all SUMMER-WEIGHT
CLOTHING for Men
and Boys. We advise an early purchase as the best patterns will not
last long.

W

Phone 944.

tv.i:r...
9j
CALL.
SALE! HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
i

x--

O If you will call at our
store, we will prove
thase facts to you.

and lop

IIAMBROOK BROS.
Phone 596.
J 12 John St.
turnouts. Best driven
In the dly. Proprietors of 'Sadie,"
he picinc wagon.

CXXXXXXXJOOOOOOCXJOCXXJ

Your Choice

(gSJ

Longer,
Heats
Water, Heats it
jjj Quicker, Uses Less Fuel,
Bakes Better, and gives
jg
better general satisfac
tion than any other range
on the market.

a More

KIKKK, Propr.

Highland Livery

N1ID-SUMI- ER

CLEARANCE

I MFG. CO.

1
9

MJCSTIC
Mrfi. CO.

CENTRAL ANDFOURTH

The reason we do so much ROUGH
DRY work is because we do It right
and at the price you cannot afford to
have it done at home.
IMPFKIAIi IiAUNimY.

MILLINER Y

CRANE

STABLE

Wst Sllytr Avaut

CHAR.

RANGE

Wagne Hardware Co

for the liest work on shirt waists
patronize llubhs laundry Co.

.

Corner Fifth and Central.

THE GREAT

IMJUFITIC

Mrs. Potts sad irons, per set... $1.30
H pint Jelly glasses, per dozen... 40c
1
quart tin, preserving cans, doz. 6 5c
25c
lbs. of sealing wax
15c
Paraffins wax, per lb
I.lpton's teas, per lh
60c

Our Dressmaking Parlors are open and get
your orders in early for Irrigation
and Fair Week.

Phone 1029

UVERY AND BOARDING

97

w

quart galvanized sprinkling cans 45c
$2.00
burner coal oil atoves

VM,

Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
Glass or Gallon, Beer by the Mottle or Case, Family
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Call, Phone or Send for Solicitor.

3t

AND

COAL IRON

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

THE MAZE
First Street
Offers you plump values for your

We will sell all Trimmed Hats at less than
Half Price to close out summeriStock.
Call and see before, buying
elsewhere.

MALLEABLE

Lasts

vi
111

money.

Montezuma Grocery

-

A

4
2

Suits

We also have a few H. S. & M. Suits left
over which will go regardless of former cost.

211 South

,

$18.00

NOW Q11.75

CHAFING DISHES

ne uiamona

and

to-da-

SHELLS AND SHOT GUNS
7

light-weijrh- ts

,

well-know-

!

Some of the best bargains in Summer
Goods can be picked up now. We are determined to close out all our
and are quoting extremely low prices.

,

DOVE SEASON
IS NOW ON !

M5-I-

o

PARAGRAPHS

SALE

CLEAN-U- P

evening on a business trip through
western New Mexico.
Pitt Ross reports the rainfall last
night as twenty-twhundredths of an
Inch, but that the rainfall was probably heavier than that toward the
Capt. John F. Fullerton, of Socorro, mountains.
spent yesterday In Albuquerque.
Mrs. Thomas L.iwler and children,
... Weltermark, of Sweden, Is In the of West Coal avenue, have returned
city visiting A. W. Anmn and family. to their home after a several weeks'
Simon Schloss returned to the city visit with friends and relatives at
Saturday from a trip through the east. L'rbana, Ohio.
n
Henry Westerfelt, the
Mr. and Mrs. !. J. Jaffa and eon,
of Hvswell, are In the city visiting Central avenue cigar dealer, returns
tonight from the Jemez springs, where
friends.
he
been hunting and fishing for
Before you get hungry puce an or-d- the has
past two weeks.
Grocery.
with the Richelieu
S. li. Coen, foreman of the Santa
A. H. McGaffey has returned to his
car department at the local shops
home from a business trip to Kmbudo Fe
accompanied by Mrs. Coen, leaves
and Expands.
this evening for a few weeks' vaca
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Sweney,
of tion at San Diego, Cal.
Wichita. Kai.s., are In the city, guests
The plans for the arch entrance to
at the home of John Sweney.
the fair grounds are completed and
Mrs. P. It. Ward of El Paso Is the are open for contractors' bids. The
guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. plans may he seen at the Sixteenth
F. Glrard, of 602 Mountain road.
congress head
National Irrigation
Mrs. E. Z. Rons has returned to her quarters.
home In Albuquerque after a pleasure
William Stamps, connected with the
trip through the south and east.
wholesale department of the Mcintosh
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Saunders have Hardware company, accompanied by
returned to their home at I.sleta after Mrs. Stamps. Is enjoying a few weeks'
a short visit with friends In this city. visit with friends and relatives at St.
Miss Gladys Mandell left Sunday I'aul, Minn.
Mr. and Mrs. O. N. Marron are en
for Cincinnati. O., where she will at
tend the Mount St. Joseph's academy. tertaining William Halloran, son of
of
Bread from six bakeries at the Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Halloran,
Berkeley. Cal., former residents of ARichelieu grocery.
lbuquerque.
Mr. Halloran la a well
Rumula Martinez and Mariano
e,
both of Santa Fe, are in the known mining engineer.
The Woman's Home mission of the
city and are being entertained by J.
E. church, South, will hold their
A. Borradalle.
regular business meeting at 220 South
Mr. and Mrs. Roy McDonald ar- Edith street, Tuesday afternoon
at
rived In the city Saturday afternoon 3:S0. after which the society will be
after vlxitlng the different resorts entertained by Mrs. Scully.
along the Pacific const.
Thomas Moran. accompanied by his
'
Louis Ilfeld of Albuquerque
and daughter, Miss Moran, arrived in Al ing, is used.
Max Nordhaus of Las Vegas left last buquerque yesterday from the Grand
Mrs. Tioflle Marque died suddenly
at her home at 1423 South Barelas
road, yesterday afternoon at 1 o'clock.
Mrs. Marques was Just returning from
a small grocery store across the street
County Physician
when stricken.
Pearce was called and pronounced
the cause of death as heart failure,
Fu
She leaves four small children.
Just received a large shipment. Haven't, room for them,
neral announcements have not yet
been made.
and are making special low prices this week to move them
I

Second Street

Ed L. Price and Loulu rtenlamln
riVparted Saturday evening f.r Kanaaa
City, Mo. Mr. Price Is runnier of the
Noeorro Stat bank, while- - Mr. Uenja-ml- n
in traveling onlpoman
for the
Charles Iireld company of this city.
A Hulck motor car came In this
morning consigned to Dr. Colbert,
having been purchased through the
agency In this city. The car Is a
roadxter runabout and
Is one of the neatest cars that has
ever come to the city.
Lieut. Raw-soWarren, a member
of the Fifth cavalry stationed at Fort
Wingate, was In the city for a short
time yesterday en route for the Navajo reservation to Join his troop In
the march to the Black mountain
country In the Navajo reservation.
A number of changes In the furniture and fixtures of the Harvey curio
room In the Alvarado are being made.
New corner seats are being made for
the fireplace and numerous other Improvements which will greatly add to
tne attractiveness of the place.
Jay A. Hubbs, who recently purchased the Judge Crawford residence,
Is making some extensive improvements on the property. The house Is
being elaborately redecorated Inside,
which will make It one of the most
beautiful interiors
of Albuquerque's
residences.
Miss Virginia Sandoval, aged 21
years, died Saturday al the home of
her brother, 60S South Fifth street,
after an Illness of four days. Miss
Sandoval came here but a short time
ago from Las Vegas. The funeral was
held this morning and Interment was
made at San Jose cemetery .
The Bennett Curio company has on
exhibition a blanket which should at
tract considerable Interest In this city
because of the fact that it is made
from the troublesome cotton from the
Cottonwood trees, and which has been
blown about the city. The blanket
was made by the Mokl Indians and
much resembles the ordinary Navajo
blanket.
The largest cheese ever shipped to
Albuquerque is now being sold by the
San Jose Market. This enormous
cheese weighs over 450 pounds and
required In the making approximately
live thousand pounds of milk, which
must be supplied all on the same day.
therefore the product of about 160
cows, both morning and night milk
'

four-cylind- er

PERSONAL

Men's Dress Shoes and Oxfords, $2.50 to $5.00
Men's Work Shoes,
1.50 to 3.50
- 1.75 to 5.00
Women's High Shoes,
Women's Low Shoes, 1.50 to 4 00
Shoes and Oxfords for Children, 1.00 to 2.00

Bifl

South Se!ond Street.

Established ll4
Lente Grinding Done on the Premise

Any prospective buyer can see them at a glance.
Outwardly they look good to the eye, inwardly they
feel good to the foot, and financially they are easy on the
pocket book.
Promises are something to be done in the future.
Facts are something done sure truth.
We are talking facts.
Try our Shoes and see the facts.

r

sa canyon. Mr. Moran la noted
e
painter an1 has been pendln
the past few months at the canyon.

errs trouble roar

Our Vast Experience in the

THE GOOD POINTS OF
OUR SHOES ARE VISIBLE

MOVn.W. JtXV 27. IMS.

Vann Drug Co

Good
ROOM and BOARD
&00 a Week

Standard
Plumbing and
Heating Co.

Up

MRS. M. E. NORRIS
110 East Coal Avenue

412 West Central Ave.

B. H. Briggs & Co.

THIRD STHEET

PHONE

61

Meat Market
DRUGGISTS
and
Mru
ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

Ul Kbida of Fresh
Salt
Steoni Sausage Factory.
E.MIL. KLEIN' WORT
Masonic DulltlliiK. North Third Street
y

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

ROCOH DRV.

Occidental Building

Do you know' wb.t tbi. inuoit U
not auk our drlv.r. to explain It ta

Bring Ut Your Prescription

rvO.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY.

j

